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Abstract

Let $G = (V,E)$ be an undirected graph with perfectly reliable vertices and unreliable edges whose failures are independent. The network reliability problem considered here is to find $R_k[G]$, the probability that a specified set of $k$ vertices is connected with edges that are working.

Background concepts from graph theory, computational complexity, and combinatorics are reviewed. The literature of network reliability is surveyed with a focus on works related to the analysis of probabilistic networks.

Reduction techniques useful in solving network reliability problems are presented. Efficient algorithms are given for parallel edges reductions, degree two vertex reductions, biconnected component reductions, and special cases of these reductions. The Wheatstone bridge reduction is described more generally and in more detail than appears elsewhere. A different interpretation of the triconnected component reduction is given as well as a new theorem that states necessary and sufficient conditions for being able to perform this reduction.
A classification scheme for network reliability backtrack algorithms is offered. Five classes of algorithms, differing in the reduction techniques they perform, are described. Results presented about counting trees, counting acyclic orientations, and the Crapo $\beta$ invariant are used in analyzing the complexity of these algorithms. For three classes of algorithms, new characterizations and proofs of optimal edge selection strategies are given. The complexity of optimal algorithms from the other two classes described is bounded.

Computational experience with programs implementing algorithms from four of the five classes is described.
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Chapter One: An Introduction to Network Reliability

The network reliability problem considered here is to find the probability that a set of vertices in a network is connected. This first chapter presents various definitions and results from graph theory and computational complexity that are necessary background for the later chapters. The graph theory is necessary to understand the network model and to know the meaning of various combinatorial objects such as spanning trees and acyclic orientations. Results from computational complexity are necessary in understanding the intrinsic difficulty of some network reliability problems as well as in understanding how one quantifies the amount of work that an algorithm (a step-by-step procedure) performs in the solution of a problem. Results presented in this chapter about counting trees and acyclic orientations and the Crapo $\beta$ invariant are later used in analyzing the complexity of backtrack algorithms for network reliability problems. The first chapter concludes with a survey of the literature of network reliability with a focus on works concerning the analysis of probabilistic networks.

The second chapter describes in detail various reduction techniques useful in the solution of network reliability problems. Efficient algorithms are given that perform parallel edges reductions, degree two vertex reductions, biconnected component reductions, and important special cases of these reductions. The Wheatstone bridge reduction is described more generally and in more detail than appears elsewhere. A different interpretation of the triconnected component reduction is given as well as a new theorem that states necessary and sufficient conditions for being able to perform this reduction.

Chapter Three offers a new classification scheme for network reliability backtrack algorithms and shows how classical combinatorial theory can be applied in the analysis of the complexity of these algorithms. It is shown that the essential aspects of these algorithms lie in the
reductions performed and the edge selection strategy employed. For three classes of algorithms, new characterizations and proofs of optimal edge selection strategies are given. It is shown that various combinatorial objects may be associated with each of these classes of algorithms thereby producing new proofs of algorithmic complexity and motivating algorithms to enumerate these objects. Two more classes of algorithms are presented along with some bounds on their complexity and thoughts about their optimal edge selection strategies.

Computer programs were implemented and tested for four classes of algorithms that were described in Chapter Three. Data structures, edge selection strategies, and computational experience are described in Chapter Four. This last chapter gives one an idea of some practical limitations of backtrack algorithms and suggests how one could better implement a program for network reliability problems.

1. Graph Theory Fundamentals

The reader is referred to Christofides [1975] and Harary [1969] for a more complete exposition on the fundamentals of graph theory if it is necessary to supplement the brief review of terms that follows.

A graph \( G = (V, E) \) is a structure consisting of a finite set \( V \) of elements called vertices and a set \( E \) of edges. It will be assumed throughout that \( n = |V| \) and \( m = |E| \). Let the vertices be labeled \( 1, \ldots, n \). Each edge represents an ordered or unordered pair of vertices. If the pair of vertices \((u, v)\) of the edge \( e = (u, v) \) is unordered then the edge \( e \) is called undirected; otherwise, \( e \) is a directed edge whose tail is \( u \) and whose head is vertex \( v \). Undirected graphs are those without directed edges. A network is distinguished from a graph in that additional information is specified about its vertices (also called terminals) and/or edges. The networks of concern in network reliability are often called probabilistic or stochastic networks because probabilistic information is supplied about the vertices and edges of the graph.

Graphs may be represented by drawings in which points or circles depict vertices and lines depict edges. Directed edges are represented by lines with arrows that point from tail to head.
An edge $e = (u, v)$ is said to be *incident* with vertices $u$ and $v$. Vertices incident with the same edge are said to be *adjacent*. The *degree* of a vertex is the number of edges that are incident with it. The *in-degree* of a vertex is the number of edges directed toward a vertex; the *out-degree* is the number of edges directed out from a vertex. Vertices with in-degree zero are called *sources* while vertices with out-degree zero are *sinks*. The term *pendant* is used to describe a vertex of degree one or the edge incident on such a vertex.

Edges with the same vertex pair $(u, v)$ are said to be in *parallel*. Replacing such edges with a single edge $(u, v)$ is called a *parallel edges reduction*. Two edges $(u, w)$ and $(w, v)$ incident on the same degree two vertex are said to be in *series*; replacing them with a single edge $(u, v)$ is called a *series reduction*.

A *path* between vertex $s$ and vertex $t$ is a set of edges of the form $(s, v_1), (v_1, v_2), \ldots, (v_t, t)$. If the vertices $s, v_1, v_2, \ldots, t$ are distinct then the path is called *simple*. If $s = t$, the path is a *cycle*. Two vertices $x$ and $y$ are *connected* if there is an $(x, y)$-path. A set of vertices is said to be connected if there is a path between any two vertices in the set; similarly, a graph is said to be connected if there is a path between every pair of vertices in the graph. A *subgraph* of $G$ is a graph $G_s = (V_s, E_s)$ such that $V_s \subseteq V$ and $E_s \subseteq E$. A maximally connected subgraph is called a *component*. Maximally connected means that the vertices of the component are connected and that all edges between vertices belonging to the component are in the edge set of the component. A *tree* is a connected subgraph without cycles. The term *spanning* describes a tree or subgraph in which all vertices of the graph are connected.

A component is *separable* if it is possible to separate it into more than one component by removal of a single vertex. A vertex whose removal creates components is called a *cut vertex*. An edge whose removal disconnects the graph (creates components) is called a *bridge*. A set of edges whose removal disconnects the graph is a *cutset*. A nonseparable component is called *biconnected*; at least two vertices must be removed before it is disconnected. If the removal of two vertices, neither of which is a cut vertex, can disconnect a component, those two vertices are called a *separation pair*. *Triconnected* components have no separation pair.
In defining paths and cycles, the directions of edges were ignored. Directed paths are those in which it is possible to sequentially traverse the edges of the path from tail to head. A directed graph without any directed cycles is called an acyclic digraph. If one orients every edge of an undirected graph without forming any directed cycles, one has created an acyclic orientation.

2. Graph Invariants: Factoring Theorems and Counting

A graph invariant of $G$ is a number associated with the graph which has the same value for any graph isomorphic to $G$. Two graphs are said to be isomorphic if there is a one-to-one correspondence between their vertices and their edges such that the incidence relationship is preserved. The number of spanning trees in a graph is an example of such an invariant.

Let $X(G)$ be some real function of the graph $G = (V,E)$. It will be said that a factoring theorem holds for $X(G)$ if $X(G) = c(e)X(G^e) + d(e)X(G-e)$ where $c$ and $d$ are real functions, $G^e$ means that edge $e$ has been contracted so that its two endpoints are now a single vertex, and $G-e$ means that $e$ has been deleted from $G$. It has been shown by Moore and Shannon [1956] and Moskowitz [1958] that a factoring theorem holds for network reliability, that is,


$R[G]$ is the probability that $G$ has the desired connectivity properties (e.g. the existence of a path of working edges in the two terminal problem or the existence of a spanning tree of working edges in the all terminal problem). This factoring theorem motivates the backtrack algorithms that will be discussed and suggests that graph invariants for which similar theorems hold might help in determining the complexity of these algorithms.

Let $r(G)$ be the number of spanning trees of $G$. There are a number of interesting facts about this invariant. For complete graphs on $n$ vertices, the number of trees is $r(K_n) = n^{n-2}$. (A complete graph, $K_n$, is one in which all $n$ vertices are adjacent.) For arbitrary graphs one may calculate the number of spanning trees in time proportional to $n^3$ using Kirchoff's matrix-
tree theorem; it is only necessary to find the determinant of a matrix. Lastly, a factoring theorem \( \tau(G) = \tau(G^e) + \tau(G-e) \) holds. Leggett[1968] calls this factoring theorem Feussner's Rule and cites a 1902 German source.

Let \( \alpha(G) \) be the number of unique source acyclic orientations of \( G \). These are those acyclic orientations where some designated vertex is the only vertex with in-degree zero. Satyanarayana and Procesi-Ciampi[1981] prove:

a) \( \alpha(G) \) is independent of which vertex is the unique source;
b) \( \alpha(G) \) is invariant under parallel edges reductions;
c) \( \alpha(G) = 1 \) if \( G \) is a tree;
d) \( \alpha(G) = 0 \) if \( G \) is not connected or is empty; and
e) \( \alpha(G) = \alpha(G^e) + \alpha(G-e) \).

See also Stanley[1973] and Greene[1977]. Stanley[1977] shows that \( \alpha(G) \) is equal to the absolute value of the chromatic polynomial evaluated at negative unity.

The following definitions are needed before introducing the next invariant. A matroid \( M = (E,I) \) is a structure in which \( E \) is a finite set of elements and \( I \) is a family of subsets of \( E \), such that

1) \( \emptyset \in I \) and all proper subsets of a set \( I \) in \( I \) are also in \( I \); and
2) if \( I_p \) and \( I_{p+1} \) are sets in \( I \) containing \( p \) and \( p+1 \) elements respectively, then there exists an element \( e \in I_{p+1} - I_p \) such that \( I_p + e \in I \).

The rank of \( A \subseteq E \) is the cardinality of the largest subset of \( A \) that belongs to \( I \). Sets belonging to \( I \) are called independent. These definitions are from Lawler[1976]. Also see Walsh[1976].

Graphs are matroids; \( E \) is the set of edges and acyclic subgraphs are independent sets.

Crapo[1967] defined an invariant for graphs (and all other finite matroids). The invariant is

\[
\beta(G) = (-1)^{r(G)} \sum_{x \in G} (-1)^{|x|} r(x)
\]

where \( r \) is the matroid rank function. Also true is that:

a) \( \beta(G) \) is invariant under parallel edges reductions;
b) $\beta(G)$ is invariant under series edges reductions;

c) $\beta(G) = 1$ if $G$ is a single edge;

d) $\beta(G) = 0$ iff $G$ is not biconnected or is empty; and

e) $\beta(G) = \beta(G\setminus e) + \beta(G-e)$.

Further results are given by Greene[1977]. Associate with each edge $e = (a, b)$ of $G$ the hyperplane $H_e: x_a - x_b$ in $R^n$. Let $H$ represent this set of $m$ hyperplanes. Perturb one of these hyperplanes (by letting $x_a - x_b + \varepsilon$) to form $H^\ast$. Also let $N(u)$ be the number of unique source acyclic orientations rooted at $u$ and $N(v, w)$ be the number of source-sink acyclic orientations with $v$ the source and $w$ the sink where $(v, w) \in E$. Greene shows:

a) $N(u)$ is the same for all $u \in V$;

b) $N(v, w) = \beta(G)$ for all $(v, w) \in E$;

c) $\alpha(G) = \text{number of regions into which } R^n \text{ is partitioned by } H$; and

d) $\beta(G) = \text{number of bounded regions into which } R^n \text{ is partitioned by } H^\ast$.

Graph invariants may be defined with respect to a subset of the vertices of $G$. Such a special subset of vertices will be denoted with $K$ and will be assumed to contain $k$ vertices. Such invariants have particular meaning for the $k$-terminal reliability problem which is to find the probability that a specified set $K$ of $k$ vertices is connected. The domination, $D_K(G)$, is one of these invariants. Domination theory has been important in analyzing network reliability algorithms (see Satyanarayana[1980], Satyanarayana and Hagstrom[1980a,b], Satyanarayana and Prabhakar[1978], Chang[19811, and Barlow[1982]).

This presentation of the domination follows Satyanarayana and Chang[1981]. In $k$-terminal network reliability, a minimal success set is a tree that connects all vertices in $K$ such that all pendant vertices in this tree are also in $K$. This structure is also called a $k$-tree. If the union of a set of $k$-trees contains all edges in the graph then that set of $k$-trees is called a formation. If the cardinality of the set of trees is even, it is an even formation; otherwise, it is an odd formation. The domination of a graph $G$ with respect to a set of vertices $K$ is denoted $D_K(G)$ and is equal to the absolute value of the difference between the number of even and
odd formations of $G$. A factoring theorem is shown to hold and results are given referring to invariance under various reductions. Some of these results may be summarized as:

   a) $D_K(G) = D_K(G^*e) + D_K(G-e)$;
   b) $D_v(G) = \alpha(G)$;
   c) $D_K(G) \leq D_K(G)$ if $K \subseteq K$; and
   d) $d(G) = \min_{K \subseteq G} D_K(G) = \beta(G)$.

3. Computational Complexity

   A problem, according to Garey and Johnson [1978], is a general question to be answered along with a description of the parameters of the question and a statement of what properties the solution is required to satisfy. An instance of a problem is one particular set of values for these parameters. Algorithms are general step-by-step procedures for solving a problem. Analyzing how much time and space is required by algorithms to solve problems is the essence of computational complexity.

   The amount of time or space that an algorithm requires to solve a given problem is called the time complexity or the space complexity and is usually expressed as a function of the size of the problem. The size of the problem usually relates to the amount of space required to specify the problem. In general, one is concerned only with the fastest growing term of the function that relates running time to problem size. If this function is a polynomial, the algorithm is termed good or efficient. If this function cannot be bounded by some polynomial function of the problem size then the algorithm is exponential.

   Throughout this dissertation, the time complexity will be expressed using the notation $O(x)$ (for order $x$). This means that the number of computational steps that must be performed is bounded by some number that is proportional to $x$. Moreover, the analysis will generally refer to the worst-case complexity, the number of steps that need be performed while solving the hardest problem instance of a given size.

   As an example, consider the amount of work that it takes to sort a randomly arranged list
of the integers 1, \ldots, n using a \textit{bucket sort} algorithm. The algorithm first creates \(n\) different locations (buckets). It then examines each item and places it in the appropriate bucket. This algorithm is said to be \(O(n)\) or \textit{linear} since it takes time proportional to \(n\) which is the length of the list and the size of the problem.

At the foundation of computational complexity theory are models of computation. These models define an elementary computational step and how information is encoded. Most models assume that steps are performed sequentially, one at a time, and that the next step to be performed is determined by the previous steps and the input data. The model of computation being used here assumes that arithmetic operations and comparisons are elementary steps and that binary encoding is used. The complexity of algorithms using this model are polynomially related to the complexity results with other reasonable models like Turing and RAM models. The interested reader is referred to Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman[1974].

An algorithm (or procedure or routine) that calls itself is called \textit{recursive}. Complexity analysis for recursive routines can be performed by determining how many steps are executed in the routine ignoring the recursive calls and then determining the total number of calls that are made to the routine while it solves the problem. If a routine calls itself either twice or not at all then one can represent the behavior of the routine as a binary search structure. See Figure 1.1. Reserving the terms \textit{vertex} and \textit{edge} for graphs, the points and lines of the search structure will be referred to as \textit{nodes} and \textit{branches}, respectively.

Each node in the search structure represents a call on the routine. Branches indicate that new recursive calls are made. Nodes without descendants are called \textit{leaves} and represent those occasions in which the routine made no recursive calls. It is an easy fact that the number of leaves in a binary search structure is exactly one more than the number of nodes that are not leaves, that is, the number of leaves represents half the number of calls made to the routine throughout the execution of the algorithm. If one can bound the amount of work performed at each node of the search structure, then one can determine the complexity by counting the number of leaves. In Chapter Three, this type of analysis will be used extensively.
Problems in which it is possible to decide in polynomial time (time proportional to some polynomial function of the size of the answer or problem) whether or not an answer is correct are said to be in the class NP. Any problem in this class could be solved easily by algorithms based on models of computation that include oracles that can guess correct solutions to the problem. After the guess, it would only be necessary to verify that the answer was correct. Cook showed that every problem in NP could be reduced to the satisfiability problem. This problem, SAT, is to decide whether or not it is possible to assign values to a set of true-false variables such that a set of clauses containing these variables and their complements will each have at least one variable set to true. Cook's work showed that SAT is as hard as any problem in NP (Garey and Johnson[1978]).

The theory was extended when Karp[1972] showed that SAT could be reduced to a number of other problems in NP. The class of NP problems all as hard as SAT are known as the \textit{NP-complete} problems. If there exists an efficient algorithm for any one of these problems, then there exist good algorithms for them all. Unfortunately, no good algorithms are known for any of these problems and it is widely felt that no polynomial time algorithm can solve these problems, that is, these problems are felt to be \textit{inherently intractable}.

Technically, the class NP refers only to decision problems--problems that require a yes-or-no answer. The term is used more loosely here since it can be shown that most search or optimization problems can be solved using a sequence of decision problems. A \textit{search} problem is one in which one wishes to see an example of some type of object or to know that no such objects exists. In the \textit{optimization} problem, one wishes to find the "best" of a certain type of object. The term NP-hard refers to those problems at least as hard as the NP-complete problems; if there is a good algorithm for an NP-hard problem then there are good algorithms for all NP problems although the reverse need not hold.

\textit{Enumeration} problems are those in which one wishes to know how many objects of a certain type there are. One should not confuse these enumeration problems with those of enumerating or listing all such objects; enumeration problems are solved by counting algo-
rithms while listing problems are solved by enumeration algorithms. The matrix-tree theorem discussed earlier is an efficient algorithmic solution to the enumeration problem of counting the spanning trees in a graph. Many other enumeration problems (such as counting the number of \((s, t)\)-paths) seem far more difficult. Valiant[1977a] posed a set of problems which are among the most difficult of enumeration problems. This class, called the #P-complete (number-P-complete) problems, includes the problem of counting the number of ways to assign values to true-false variables such that a set of clauses containing these variables and their complements will have at least one variable set to true in each clause. The #P-complete problems are NP-hard.

4. A Survey of Network Reliability

The literature of network reliability is surveyed from the 1950's to the present. Attention is focused on those works that are related to the reliability analysis of probabilistic networks. Computer science, especially the theory of NP-completeness, seems to have had a profound influence upon the field.

In the early 1950's, Von Neumann[1952] lectured on "Probabilistic Logics and the Synthesis of Reliable Organisms from Unreliable Components." These lectures appear to contain the earliest technical formulations of the principle that it is possible to make the whole better than its parts. His ideas were developed modeling computing systems such as biological neural systems, automata (machines that implement logic functions), or the newly developing large scale computing machines. Studying the operations of systems where components continually failed (and failed routinely) was part of wondering about biological systems and of pondering how electronic brains should be built.

Inspired by the work of Von Neumann, Moore and Shannon[1956] wrote a paper to give mathematical and theoretical insight into the problem of building reliable relay circuits. These authors were able to prove stronger results for relay circuits than Von Neumann could prove for computing systems. Moore and Shannon showed that with redundancy it is possible to build relay circuits arbitrarily more reliable than their components.
The Moore and Shannon paper seems to be the beginning of the network reliability literature. Their model was time independent. Components were assumed to fail independently with a constant failure probability. They were concerned with the probability of the system functioning at an instant in time. They introduced the factoring theorem for network reliability although they did not explore its use for the analysis problem. Moore and Shannon also expressed the reliability as a polynomial which is important in bounding the reliability of networks. Trying to find the coefficients of such polynomials is one combinatorial aspect of network reliability problems.

Von Neumann and Moore and Shannon were most concerned with the synthesis problem; they wished to design reliable systems. Moskowitz[1958] was concerned with the analysis problem; he wished to determine the reliability of the systems designed. He makes it clear that graph theory is important for network reliability problems and explores more fully the use of the factoring theorem.

During the 1950's, the study of reliability became more important for reasons including bigger computers, guided missiles, and the space program. Birnbaum, Esary, and Saunders[1961] began refining reliability theory by formalizing notions presented earlier (i.e. series components, parallel components, structure functions) and introducing new ones such as coherence. Winograd and Cowan[1963] showed that the reliability of systems that compute is conceptually different from the reliability of systems that connect (i.e. communication or transportation systems). This distinction helps to distinguish network reliability as a special case of multi-component system reliability. Birnbaum and Esary[1965] presented more results applicable to network reliability that are discussed in the next chapter.

During the middle 1960's, the difficulty of network reliability problems was becoming apparent. It was being discovered that things were harder than was hoped or predicted. Wing and Demetriou[1964] briefly discussed the horrors of state enumeration before describing a Monte Carlo estimation technique for the two terminal problem. Kel'mans[1967] also noted that substantial computational difficulties were associated with the exact analysis of large net-
works although his paper was mostly concerned with questions of network synthesis.

Interestingly enough, Kel'mans discussed a factoring theorem for spanning trees. Spanning trees were also discussed by Leggett[1968] who showed that synthesizing the most reliable network with a fixed number of vertices and a fixed number of edges (all with the same failure probability) is equivalent to synthesizing a network with the maximum number of spanning trees so long as the failure probability is small enough. Combinatorial properties of a reliability polynomial were used in proving this result.

Other work in network reliability was based on deterministic criteria. Network elements were assumed to be subject to destruction by intelligent adversaries. Research was directed at designing networks that were most survivable or invulnerable to such attacks. The criterion for vulnerability or survivability was generally a graph theoretic measure such as the edge connectivity (the minimum number of edges whose removal disconnects the graph) or the diameter (the maximum length of any shortest path) or even a composite of such measures. Steiglitz, Weiner, and Kleitman[1969] discussed designing a network of minimum cost such that the number of node disjoint paths between vertex pairs satisfy minimality constraints. Wilkov[1972] and Frank and Frisch[1970a] are useful survey papers with ample bibliographies for network reliability problems with deterministic criteria.

By the early 1970's, network analysis had developed as a distinct discipline (see Frank and Frisch[1970b]). The networks of concern were typically large scale networks that connected things—usually to allow the flow of information, oil, or some other commodity. Network reliability models with probabilistic criteria often seemed more reasonable for many of these networks which were more likely to fail due to random natural forces than to a calculated attack.

Misra[1970] suggested the recursive use of series and parallel reductions for two terminal network reliability analysis problems with a probabilistic criterion. Hänssler[1972] also suggested that reductions should be done to decrease the computational burden. Hänssler, McAuliffe, and Wilkov[1974] gave a method of enumerating cutsets to find reliability and showed that it is often more effective than enumerating the success sets. Murchland and Shier[1973] proposed
an algorithm based on the factoring theorem and series and parallel reductions. Their algorithm, which is similar to the decomposition algorithm of Moskowitz, is applied to both the two terminal and the all terminal problems. Fratta and Montanari[1973] proposed Boolean algebra methods for finding reliability. Most of these authors gave some consideration to the computational difficulties associated with their schemes.

It should be noted that the use of terms such as "fast" and "efficient" in some of the papers discussed and in other (mostly older) papers does not correspond to the current usage in the operations research and computer science literature. Now, an efficient algorithm is one that does its work in time proportional to some polynomial function of the problem size. (Fast has no formal definition but usually connotes that an algorithm does not take much real time.) New concepts and language, which developed as the study of computational complexity continued, helped researchers in network reliability express their concerns about the computational demands of their algorithms more precisely.

In his dissertation, Rosenthal[1974] showed that solving network reliability problems could be very demanding; finding the probability that at least one set of working edges connects a set of \( k \) vertices is at least as hard as solving an NP-complete problem. NP-hardness is an indication to the researcher that an efficient algorithm for the general problem is unlikely. Far from being a signal to surrender, it is an invitation to find those classes of problems amenable to polynomial time solution. The works of Wood and Satyanarayana (Wood[1980] and Satyanarayana and Wood[1982]) are two examples of finding classes of problem instances solvable with efficient algorithms. Buzacott and Chang[1980] showed that the all terminal problem with equiprobable edge failures admits to an efficient solution. Combinatorial research indicating that \( \beta \) evaluated for certain classes of graphs (i.e. wheels) is a polynomial function of the size of the graph (Crapo[1967]) can be used to show that there exist efficient algorithms to solve reliability problems for networks with underlying graphs of those classes.

Rosenthal[1975] introduced the new ideas of NP-completeness and computational complexity into the mainstream of the (network) reliability literature. His paper, A Computer
Scientist Looks at Reliability Computations, was presented at the 1975 Berkeley conference on Reliability and Fault Tree Analysis and appears in a book of the same name published in the aftermath of the conference.

Buzacott [1976] presented an exponential algorithm for the all terminal problem that also requires an exponential amount of space. The algorithm takes a dynamic programming approach, solving small subproblems and using the results to solve larger and larger problems until the whole problem is solved. Such approaches are also called composition methods. Buzacott and Chang [1979] and Buzacott [1980] develop these methods further.

Ball and Van Slyke [1977] discussed backtrack methods for network reliability. In full recognition of the inherent intractability of network reliability problems, they suggested that backtrack algorithms are a solution although useless for large problems. Ball [1977] discussed backtrack algorithms with reductions as well as the fact that the all terminal and two terminal problems were both open questions (NP-hard or not?) during 1977. Rosenthal [1977] discussed decomposition techniques. Rosenthal and Frisque [1977] explored reliability preserving transformations of the underlying network that would make reliability calculations easier. These works seem to be efforts to improve the state-of-the-art and not necessarily to find efficient algorithms. Satya and Prabhakar [1978] presented an improvement on the inclusion-exclusion approach to reliability analysis (see Barlow and Proschan [1975]) by showing how to avoid cancelling terms in the inclusion-exclusion reliability expression. Each term in this expression is plus or minus the probability of the intersection of events. Cancelling terms occur because the same event is often the intersection of many different combinations of events. Satyanarayana and Prabhakar were able to show that each event need be generated only once and that the domination could be used to decide the net contribution of all terms that would have been associated with this event in the usual inclusion-exclusion expression.

After a seminar given by Satyanarayana at Berkeley in 1979, Karp suggested another partition obtained by grouping together certain events of the inclusion-exclusion partition. Each event corresponds to the union of subgraphs with the desired connectivity properties. By group-
ing together subgraphs with the same depth first search tree, it is possible to determine their correct contributions more quickly and without having to compute the domination. When this idea is applied to the all terminal problem, each depth first search tree corresponds to a spanning tree. Generating these trees is achieved by using backtrack algorithms. The development of these ideas is the subject of chapters two and three.

The dual to finding efficient algorithms is showing that a class of problem instances are as hard to solve as an NP-complete problem. After Rosenthal's result, Valiant [1977b] showed that the two terminal problem was NP-hard by showing that an associated enumeration problem was \#P-complete. Ball and Provan [1981b] showed that the all terminal problem is NP-hard. Jer-rum [1981] independently showed that the all terminal problem is NP-hard by showing how a solution to the reliability problem can be used to find a solution to a \#P-complete problem. Even finding approximate solutions is NP-hard for the $k$-terminal (Rosenthal [1974]) and the two terminal and all terminal problems (Ball and Provan [1981b]).

5. Remarks

As it should, research continues even if a problem is shown to be NP-hard or to admit to a polynomial time solution. If an efficient algorithm is discovered, one may try to improve it and/or try to find the best algorithms either with respect to some measure of computational complexity (i.e. best case) or for some class of problem instances. If the problem is NP-hard, one must search for easy cases or be willing to accept less than the exact answer. In network reliability, significant avenues for research include investigating new methods of bounding the reliability, new ways of obtaining approximate solutions, and efficient ways of generating estimates.
Figure 1.1 A Binary Search Structure
Chapter Two : Reduction Techniques

Let \( G = (V,E) \) be an undirected network with perfectly reliable vertices and unreliable edges. Let \( p_i = \text{Prob}[\text{edge } e_i \text{ is working}] \) where \( 0 \leq p_i \leq 1 \). Let \( q_i = \text{Prob}[\text{edge } e_i \text{ is failed}] \) where \( 0 \leq q_i \leq 1 \). Assume that edge failures are independent. The \( k \)-terminal network reliability problem considered here is to calculate \( R_k[G] = \text{Prob}[\text{there exists a path of working edges between every pair of vertices in a set } K \text{ of } k \text{ vertices}] \). Vertices belonging to set \( K \) will be called \( K \)-vertices. \( R[G] \) will be used more loosely as the probability that all \( K \)-vertices in a graph are connected.

Backtrack algorithms are useful in solving network reliability problems. The reductions (reliability preserving network transformations) discussed in this chapter are important components of these backtrack algorithms. The motivation for these backtracking algorithms is that the probability of an event is equal to the sum of the probabilities of the events of its partition. (A partition is a mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive set of events.) More formally, if \( T = T_1 \cup T_2 \cup \cdots \cup T_r \) where \( T_i \cap T_j = \emptyset \) for all \( i \neq j \) then \( \text{Prob}[T] = \text{Prob}[T_1] + \text{Prob}[T_2] + \cdots + \text{Prob}[T_r] \). For the network reliability problem, the partition is created by a complementary branching scheme whereby edges are included (contracted) and excluded (deleted) until the set of included edges has the desired connectivity properties or the edges excluded make the desired event impossible. The branching scheme may be represented as a binary search structure.

Each node in the search structure represents a unique collection of excluded and included edges. (Note that the terms node and branch will be used in describing the search structure while the terms vertex, edge, and tree will be reserved for the description of the network and its subgraphs.) The term good leaf is used to designate a terminal node in the search structure.
in which the set of events represented by the node imply that the network has the desired connectivity properties. The term deadend is used to designate a terminal node in the search structure in which the set of events represented by that node make it impossible to obtain the desired connectivity properties. Complementary branching schemes with termination conditions as described above insure that the good leaves of the search structure are a mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive set of events whose union is the event that the $k$ vertices of $K$ are connected by a set of working edges.

Complementary branching schemes are the basis of the algorithms to be described. These algorithms represent an analytic approach to the network reliability problem. No attempt is made to simulate the network; rather it is attempted to continue to divide the problem into subproblems by branching. Reductions are used to transform these subproblems to smaller problems. By branching and reductions, it is possible to enumerate, recursively, a partition of events whose probabilities are easy to calculate.

Reductions play an important role in solving the network reliability problem. A reduction is any transformation that does not change the reliability of a network. A simple reduction is any transformation that gives a single new network and a weight $w$ such that the product of this weight and the reliability of this new network is equal to the reliability of the original network. A complex reduction is any transformation that gives a set of networks whose reliabilities may be somehow combined to give the reliability of the original network. Useful reductions allow one to find the reliability of a graph by solving one or more smaller problems which collectively take less work to solve than solving the original graph without performing reductions. Reductions will be called generally useful if they seem useful for large classes of graphs although they may not be useful for all graphs. Various types of reductions include parallel edges reductions, biconnected component reductions, and triconnected component reductions. Two special cases of the triconnected component reduction are the degree two vertex reduction and the Wheatstone bridge reduction. Reductions that can be implemented easily and efficiently will be referred to as quick reductions.
A reduction may lead to the creation of an edge $e$ that works with probability $p$ and fails with probability $q$ where $p + q \neq 1$. Such an edge is called defective. One could interpret $p$ and $q$ as probabilities conditioned on an uncertain event. The following lemma shows that it is possible to form a new network without defective edges whose reliability differs by a multiplicative factor that is easily determined.

Lemma 2.1 Given network $G = (V,E)$ with a defective edge $e$ that works with probability $p$ and fails with probability $q$, there exists a network $G'$ with weight $w'$ where edge $e$ is replaced by a single non-defective edge $e'$ such that

$$R_k[G'] = w'R_k[G'].$$

Proof. By the factoring theorem for network reliability,


To get $G'$ replace $e$ of $G$ with $e'$ where

$$p' = \frac{p}{p+q} \quad \text{and} \quad q' = \frac{q}{p+q}.$$  

Let $w' = p+q$. Another application of the factoring theorem yields the desired result. $\square$

1. Parallel Edges Reductions

An important well-known type of reduction is the parallel edges reduction. Parallel edges reductions are quick, simple, and useful.

The effect of the parallel edges reduction is illustrated with the following example. See Figure 2.1. Suppose that edges $e_i = (x,y)$ for $i = 1, \cdots , l$. By definition these $l$ edges are in parallel. They may be replaced by a single edge $e_m = (x,y)$ with

$$p_m = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^l (1-p_i) = 1 - q_m.$$  

The graph with $e_m$ will have $l-1$ fewer edges but the same reliability as the graph with the $l$ parallel edges.

It is important to see that each of the parallel edges performs the same structural function in that adding any or all of these parallel edges to the set of working edges causes exactly the
same set of vertices to be connected. For example, if vertex \( x \) is adjacent to an edge of the working set and the vertex \( y \) is not, then choosing any of the \( l \) parallel edges would cause vertex \( y \) to join the set of vertices connected by working edges.

This reduction may be performed on the entire network by sorting edges at each vertex. The following algorithm is due to Satyanarayana and Wood [1982]. The algorithm will be denoted \( \text{PER}(G) \) (for Parallel Edges Reduction) and will use the routine \( \text{per}(u) \) which finds parallel edges incident with the vertex \( u \). Two \( n \)-dimensional arrays \( x \) and \( y \) are used.

\[
\text{per}(u)
\]

for every edge \( e = (u, v) \) incident with vertex \( u \)

\[
\text{do if } (x[v] = u)
\]

then perform reduction on parallel edges \( e \) and \( y[v] \)

\[
\text{else set } x[v] = u \text{ and } y[v] = e.
\]

\[
\text{PER}(G)
\]

1. Set \( x = \emptyset \) and \( y = \emptyset \).

2. For every vertex \( u \in G \) do \( \text{per}(u) \).

Since \( \text{per}(u) \) is called only once for each vertex and in all calls to this routine an edge is examined at most twice, \( \text{PER}(G) \) takes no more than \( O(m+n) \) time to find and reduce all parallel edges in \( G \).

2. Biconnected Component Reductions

The biconnected component reduction is a complex reduction. Recall that a biconnected component is a connected subgraph with no cut vertices. A biconnected component is also known as a block. A block is connected to the rest of the graph by vertices known as cut vertices or articulation points. Removal of any cut vertex disconnects the graph. Many authors including Ball[1977], Chang[1981], Hagstrom[1980], Murchland and Shier[1973], Rosenthal[1974], Satyanarayana[1978], and Moore and Shannon[1956] have recognized that the structure of biconnected components might aid in network reliability analysis.
The reliability of a graph is closely related to the product of the reliabilities of its blocks. If \( k = \mathcal{M} \), then \( R_k[G] = \prod_{i=1}^{b} R[B_i] \) where \( B_i \) is the \( i^{th} \) block of \( G \) and \( R[B_i] \) is the probability that all vertices of block \( i \) are connected with working edges. See Figure 2.2. When \( k \neq \mathcal{M} \), the relationship is more complicated and depends on the location of the \( K \) vertices. These complications are handled recursively in the algorithm \( BCD(G) \) that is described below. By continuing to focus attention on blocks with only one cut vertex, one need not be concerned about \( K \)-vertices in neighboring blocks.

It is important to note that if a block contains none of the specified \( k \) vertices and has no edges as elements of some simple path that connects any pair of these specified vertices, then that block may be ignored in the reliability calculations. Such a block is said to be \textit{irrelevant}.

\[ BCD(G) \]
1. Find all blocks of \( G \).
2. Set \( w = 1.0 \).
3. If there is only one block \( B \) then return \( (wR_k[B]) \).
4. Find a block with one articulation point \( v \).
   a) If this block contains no \( K \)-vertices then remove it and go to step 3.
   b) If this block contains a \( K \)-vertex then
      1) let \( v \) be a \( K \)-vertex,
      2) set \( w = wR[B] \),
      3) remove the block, and
      4) go to step 3.

It is possible to find all the blocks in \( O(m+n) \) time using algorithms based on depth first search. Therefore, this is a quick reduction although hard reliability problems remain to be solved in each block. The reduction is generally useful in that the work necessary to solve the problem becomes proportional to the sum of the work to solve the subproblems as opposed to being proportional to the product of the work required to solve the subproblems. However, it is
not possible to guarantee that there will be more than one block. It is possible to save no work at the expense of finding only one block.

An important special case of the biconnected component reduction is the bridge reduction. Unlike the general biconnected component reduction, the bridge reduction is simple. If a bridge is a member of every simple path between two $K$-vertices then the bridge must be included in the set of working edges. Excluding such a bridge would lead to a deadend. See Figure 2.3. Implementing the bridge reduction may be done efficiently, requiring effort proportional to the number of edges and vertices of the graph. One may think of the bridge reduction as including all bridges in the working set without branching.

The degree one vertex reduction or the pendant reduction is a particularly easy case of a bridge reduction. If the degree one vertex is not a $K$-vertex, the vertex and the adjacent edge may simply be removed and ignored. If the degree one vertex is a $K$-vertex, the adjacent edge is removed and the weight associated with the network must be multiplied by the working probability of the edge removed. The following two algorithms, DOR($G$) and $dor(v)$, show one possible way to implement degree one vertex reductions.

$dor(v)$

if $v$ is a pendant incident with edge $e$ then

1) if $v \in K$ then $w = wp_e$;
2) remove edge $e = (v, u)$; and
3) $dor(u)$.

DOR($G$)

1. For every vertex $v \in G$ do $dor(v)$.

3. Degree Two Vertex Reductions

The degree two vertex reduction is a useful reduction in which a degree two vertex and the two edges adjacent to it are replaced by a single edge. Many authors have described these reductions which are usually called series reductions or series edges reductions. This section
describes two degree two vertex reductions and a situation in which such a reduction cannot be performed.

Suppose vertex \( v \) has degree two and is adjacent to edges \( e_1 = (v, v_1) \) and \( e_2 = (v, v_2) \). One wishes to replace edges \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) with the single edge \( e = (v_1, v_2) \). See Figure 2.4a. Different situations dictate what calculations should be performed to determine the working and failure probabilities of the edge \( e \) or if the reduction can be performed at all. The situation depends on which vertices of \( v, v_1, \) and \( v_2 \) are in the set \( K \).

Case 1. Vertex \( v \) is not a \( K \)-vertex.
If \( v \) is not of \( K \) then the network can operate even if both \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) fail. Moreover, neither of these edges can be on any path of working edges connecting two \( K \)-vertices unless both are working. It is possible to replace \( e_1, e_2, \) and \( v \) with the single edge \( e = (v_1, v_2) \) that works with the probability \( p = \frac{1}{2}p_1p_2 \) and fails with probability \( q = p_1q_2 + p_2q_1 + q_1q_2 \).

Case 2. Vertex \( v \) is a \( K \)-vertex. Vertices \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are both \( K \)-vertices.
At least one of the edges \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) must work else vertex \( v \) will be disconnected and the network will fail. Only if both edges work will these edges aid in connecting the rest of the network. It is possible to replace \( e_1, e_2, \) and \( v \) with the single edge \( e = (v_1, v_2) \) that works with probability \( p = \frac{1}{2}p_1p_2 \) and fails with probability \( q = p_1q_2 + p_2q_1 \). Such an edge may be defective.

Case 3. Vertex \( v \) is a \( K \)-vertex. Vertices \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are not both \( K \)-vertices.
No reduction is possible.

A proper understanding of the degree two reduction in \( k \)-terminal network reliability may be obtained by an analysis of the four states associated with the working and failing of the edges \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) in the three cases described above. See Figure 2.4b.

This reduction may be performed in time proportional to the number of vertices and is quick and simple. There exist efficient algorithms that perform parallel edges reductions and degree two vertex reductions. The following is a sketch of \( DTR(G) \), an \( O(n^2) \) algorithm that performs degree two vertex reductions and reduces any resulting parallel edges. It uses
PER\((G)\), \(per(u)\), and \(dtr(z,j)\) which is a routine that examines vertex \(z\) to perform a degree two vertex reduction. This routine \(dtr\) also performs any resulting parallel edges reduction and causes a neighboring vertex of \(z\) to be examined if a new degree two vertex may have been created.

\[
dtr(z,j)
\]

If \((\deg(z) = 2)\) and \((\text{case 1 or case } 2)\) then

1) remove the two incident edges \((x,z)\) and \((y,z)\);
2) add edge \(e = (x,y)\) appropriately updating the weight \(w\) and finding \(p_e\) and \(q_e\);
3) \(per(x)\); and
4) if a parallel edges reduction can be performed then

\[
\text{if } (z \neq j) \text{ then } dtr(x,y) \text{ else } dtr(y,x).
\]

\[
DTR(G)
\]

1. \(PER(G)\)
2. For all vertices \(z = 1, \ldots, n\) do \(dtr(z,z-1)\).

First perform all parallel edges reductions. This takes no more than \(O[n+m]\) time. In \(O[n]\) time, construct a list of the degree two vertices. Each vertex on the list can be examined in constant time to determine if a degree two vertex reduction is possible. If a reduction can be performed, a vertex and an edge need be removed and a pair of parallel edges may be created. If \(z\), a degree two vertex adjacent to vertices \(x\) and \(y\), is reduced then the only place parallel edges may occur is between \(x\) and \(y\). (As the algorithm is described, it takes \(O[n]\) time to find this edge although it may be possible to perform this reduction in constant time.) If there are no parallel edges, the examinations should proceed, otherwise either \(x\) or \(y\) or both may be eligible for inclusion on the list of vertices to be examined.

The list should be implemented as a stack with the vertex most recently added to the stack being the first one examined. Note that when examining vertices that have been added to the list only one adjacent vertex need be considered for inclusion in the list; the other neighbor
will have already been considered. Thus the net effect of an examination and all subsequent
examinations it induces, does not increase the length of the list. Examined vertices should be
removed from the list. Examinations should continue until the list is empty.

Algorithms implementing the above can perform all parallel edges and degree two vertex
reductions in $O(n^2)$ time. The cumulative number of degree two vertices examined will be $O(n)$
and the search for parallel edges at each vertex is $O(n)$ so the result is obtained. Additional
research might be directed at finding more efficient methods for performing these reductions,
especially on sparse graphs.

4. Wheatstone Bridge Reductions

The subgraph configuration known as the Wheatstone bridge can sometimes be replaced
by a single edge in a reliability preserving network transformation. This reduction is noted
implicitly in many works in which authors write of triconnected component decompositions. It
is mentioned explicitly by Murchland and Shier[1973] although they did not include the formu-
las. No one seems to have applied this reduction to $k$-terminal network reliability; neither does
it seem that any authors have analyzed the effects this reduction has on algorithmic complexity
as is done in the next chapter.

A Wheatstone bridge may be described as a subgraph $W = (V_W, E_W)$ with $V_W = \{1, 2, 3, 4\}$
and $E_W = \{a, b, c, d, e\}$ where $a = (1, 3)$, $b = (1, 4)$, $c = (2, 4)$, $d = (2, 3)$, and $e = (3, 4)$ where
vertices 3 and 4 are of degree exactly 3. See Figure 2.5a.

The important characteristic of the Wheatstone bridge is that there are two vertices
(necessarily of degree three) that will be adjacent only to each other and two other vertices. In
the case of $W$, vertices 3 and 4 are adjacent only to themselves and vertices 1 and 2. There are
no restrictions on how many edges may be adjacent to vertices 1 and 2. Another observation is
that the Wheatstone bridge is the only configuration possible for a triconnected component with
four vertices (including the two vertices of the separation pair associated with the component).

There are different kinds of Wheatstone bridges in $k$-terminal network reliability prob-
lems; they differ in the location of the $K$-vertices. The transformation to a single edge is possible if and only if either both separation pair vertices are $K$-vertices or neither of the interior vertices of the Wheatstone bridge is a $K$-vertex. In all other cases, the transformation does not preserve network reliability as non-redundant information about the location of $K$-vertices is lost. The inability to perform these reductions is related to the inability to perform degree two vertex reductions on a $K$-vertex adjacent to one or more vertices not belonging to $K$.

The following theorem shows how to replace a Wheatstone bridge with a single edge in a reliability preserving network transformation. The formulas for calculating the working and failure probabilities of this edge are presented.

**Theorem 2.2** If $W$ is a Wheatstone bridge that is reducible then $R[G] = R[G - E_W + w]$ where edge $w = (1,2)$ with

$$p_w = p_c p_{w_c} + q_c p_{w_d} \text{ and } q_w = p_c q_{w_c} + q_c q_{w_d}$$

where

$$p_{w_c} = p_{w_{c1}} p_{w_{c2}}$$

and

$$q_{w_c} = p_{w_{c1}} q_{w_{c2}} + p_{w_{c2}} q_{w_{c1}} + (q_{w_{c1}} q_{w_{c2}} \text{ if } \{3,4\} \cap K = \emptyset)$$

with

$$p_{w_{c1}} = p_a + q_a p_b \text{ and } q_{w_{c1}} = q_a q_b,$$
$$p_{w_{c2}} = p_d + q_d p_c \text{ and } q_{w_{c2}} = q_c q_d$$

and where

$$p_{w_d} = p_{w_{d1}} p_{w_{d2}} + p_{w_{d1}} q_{w_{d2}} + q_{w_{d1}} p_{w_{d2}}$$

and

$$q_{w_d} = q_{w_{d1}} q_{w_{d2}}$$

with

$$p_{w_{d1}} = p_a p_d,$$
$$q_{w_{d1}} = p_d q_a + p_a q_d \text{ if } 3 \in K$$
Proof. When edge \( e \) is contracted in \( G \), two parallel edges reductions and one degree two vertex reduction transform the Wheatstone bridge \( W \) into a single edge \( w_c \) with \( p_w \) and \( q_w \) as in the theorem statement. Let \( G_c \) be the name of the network obtained after these reductions are applied to \( G^e \). See Figure 2.5b.

When the edge \( e \) is deleted from \( G \), two degree two vertex reductions and one parallel edges reduction transform the Wheatstone bridge \( W \) into a single edge \( w_d \) with \( p_d \) and \( q_d \) as in the theorem statement. Let \( G_d \) be the network obtained after these reductions are applied to \( G-e \). See Figure 2.5c.

The reductions used in obtaining \( G_c \) and \( G_d \) insure that \( R[G^e] = R[G_c] \) and \( R[G-e] = R[G_d] \). Using this fact and the factoring theorem again, one can obtain

\[
\]

\[
= p_w (p_w R[G^*w_c] + q_w R[G_c - w_c])
+ q_w (p_w R[G^*w_d] + q_w R[G_d - w_d]).
\]

Now observe that

\[
G^*w_c = G^*w_d = G^*W
\]

and

\[
G_c - w_c = G_d - w_d = G - E_W.
\]

Rewriting and combining terms yields

\[
R[G] = (p_e p_w + q_e p_w) R[G^*E_W] + (p_e q_w + q_e q_w) R[G - E_W].
\]

Observe now that \( G^*E_W = G^*W \) and \( G - E_W = G - w \) where \( w \) is the single edge replacing the Wheatstone bridge \( W \).

Clearly, \( W \) may be replaced by \( w \) with

\[
p_w = p_e p_w + q_e p_w \text{ and } q_w = p_e q_w + q_e q_w.
\]
while preserving network reliability. □

In general, edge \( w \) will be defective with \( p_w + q_w < 1 \).

One may find Wheatstone bridges by identifying those triconnected components with exactly five edges. Recall that a triconnected component may be separated from the rest of the graph by the removal of two vertices. Updating the triconnected component decomposition of the original network makes it possible to identify new Wheatstone bridges without having to do very many decompositions. Although this decomposition may be done in time proportional to \( m+n \), the constant of proportionality is high enough to discourage doing it often.

Another way to find Wheatstone bridges is to examine all pairs of vertices corresponding to edges incident on vertices of degree three. If both vertices are of degree three, one can check their edge lists to see if they have two vertices in common. At worst, this is an \( O(n) \) computation. Further research might be directed at finding better ways to identify Wheatstone bridge subgraphs.

It is possible to perform all parallel edges, degree two vertex, and Wheatstone bridge reductions in \( O(n^2) \) time. First perform all parallel edges and degree two vertex reductions. This can be done in \( O(n^2) \) time. It is now necessary only to show that all Wheatstone bridge reductions and reductions that they induce can be resolved in \( O(n^2) \) time.

Create a list of all pairs of degree three vertices by culling the list of edges incident on degree three vertices. The length of this list is at worst \( O(n) \). Each vertex pair is examined in turn with a constant time procedure. If the vertices are not the interior vertices of a Wheatstone bridge, the pair is removed from the list and the next pair examined. If a Wheatstone bridge with separation pair vertices \( u \) and \( v \) is discovered, both vertices and five edges are replaced by a single edge \( e=(u,v) \). All pairs of vertices on the list containing one of the removed vertices will never belong to a Wheatstone bridge and will be removed when they are examined. If parallel edges are created by the reduction, it will be a pair of edges between vertices \( u \) and \( v \).

A list of degree two vertices requiring examination will be started with vertices \( u \) and \( v \) as its first two members. Any degree two reduction will lead to the removal of at least one vertex and
one edge. Such a reduction may also lead to a parallel edges reduction and perhaps a single degree two vertex being added to the list of vertices to be examined. After all possible degree two vertex and parallel edges reductions have been performed, at most one new vertex pair can be added to the list of degree three vertex pairs to be examined.

The following analysis will show that algorithms that implement the above ideas run in $O(n^2)$ time. Even when additions to the list of pairs of vertices are considered, the total number of pairs ever on the list is $O(n)$. There is a constant amount of time associated with the examination of each pair and doing a Wheatstone bridge reduction. A constant amount of time is associated with examining each degree two vertex. The list of degree two vertices never has more than two vertices since a new vertex isn’t added until a vertex and an edge have been removed. There are at most $O(n)$ lists whose cumulative membership is also $O(n)$. The total work associated with parallel edges reductions is $O(n^2)$ since the $O(n)$ routine per() is used on each of the $O(n)$ times that a parallel edge may be created after a Wheatstone bridge or a degree two reduction. Therefore such an algorithm will perform all of these three reductions in $O(n^2)$ time. Described below is such an algorithm.

$wbr(u, v)$

1) Reduce the Wheatstone bridge with separation pair $(u, v)$.

2) Add the edge $(u, v)$.

3) per$(u)$; dtr$(u, v)$. If reductions were done and a new bridge formed then $wbr(u, v)$.

(Note that $u$ or $v$ might have been relabeled.)

$WBR(G)$

1. PER$(G)$

2. DTR$(G)$

3. Until there are no more pairs of degree three vertices adjacent to each other and vertices $u$ and $v$ do $wbr(u, v)$.

Note that this reduction is a special case of a triconnected component reduction. Similar analysis yields a similar reduction for triconnected components with five vertices, two of which
belong to a separation pair. More work is necessary to determine exactly how these reductions affect algorithmic complexity.

5. Triconnected Component Reductions

The triconnected component reduction is a quick reduction. As described here, it is also a complex reduction. A triconnected component may be isolated from the rest of the graph by the removal of two vertices, neither of which is a cut vertex. Such a pair of vertices is known as a separation pair.

The idea of using triconnected component decomposition in the analysis of network reliability problems has attracted the attention of numerous authors: Birnbaum and Esary[1965], Rosenthal[1974], Ball[1977], and Hagstrom[1981]. This section will survey past use of triconnected components in network reliability analysis as well as present a different view of this idea. Implications of this reduction to the complexity of algorithms are discussed in Chapter 3.

Ball notes that Birnbaum and Esary consider replacing an entire triconnected component (with separation pair vertices u and v) by a single edge (u, v) in the two terminal network reliability problem. One would then set the working probability of this edge to the two terminal (u, v) network reliability of the triconnected component. Neither Birnbaum and Esary nor Ball specified the use of this decomposition for the k-terminal network reliability problem.

Rosenthal describes triconnected component decomposition as one of the simpler cases of replacing subgraphs with what he calls hyperedges; it is a case of using a single edge with three states (working, failed, network fails) to replace a subgraph that can be separated from the rest of the graph by the removal of one or two vertices. Rosenthal presents an algorithm for the k-terminal network reliability problem that recursively uses biconnected component reduction, simple reductions (series-parallel), and what may be called triconnected component decomposition.

Hagstrom uses the Hopcroft-Tarjan triconnected component decomposition tree to represent a graph uniquely factored into its triconnected components. She then shows how one
can solve the two terminal network reliability problem (as well as some others) by solving subproblems for each triconnected component and then using the decomposition tree to properly combine these various results to obtain the solution to the original problem. Hagstrom also points out that the concept of a triconnected component in a network is a specialization of the concept of a module in a binary coherent system.

A number of graph theoretic lemmas, a conditioning argument, and an observation will be used to motivate a technique of triconnected component decomposition for the all terminal network reliability problem. It will be assumed that the network under consideration is a block whose solution is called for in a biconnected component decomposition. Further it will be assumed that the network will have been preprocessed with parallel edges reductions and degree two vertex reductions. For this reason, the network may be assumed to be biconnected, without parallel edges, and without vertices of degree less than three.

Let \( a, b \) be a pair of vertices in a simple biconnected graph \( G \). Suppose that the edges of \( G \) are divided into equivalence classes \( E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_c \) such that two edges which lie on a common path not containing any vertex of \( a, b \) except as endpoints are in the same class. The classes \( E_i \) are called separation classes of \( G \) with respect to \( a, b \). If there are at least two separation classes then \( a, b \) is called a separation pair unless there are exactly two separation classes and one class is a single edge. The above definitions are from Hopcroft and Tarjan[1973] and are specialized to the case where \( G \) has no parallel edges.

A triconnected decomposition partitions the edges of a graph into equivalence classes. The next lemma and its corollary help characterize these classes.

Lemma 2.3 If \( G \) is simple, biconnected, and with all vertices of degree at least three then no separation class \( E_i \) with separation pair \( a, b \) will have two, three, or four edges.

Proof. If \( |E_i| = 2 \) then either the two edges are in series or parallel, contrary to assumption.

If \( |E_i| = 3 \) then there must be exactly one vertex in \( V(E_i) - a - b \) where \( V(E_i) \) is the set of vertices incident with some edge of \( E_i \). If there were more than one then some vertex would
have degree less than three. With only three vertices there is still no configuration of three edges that allows them all to be in the same equivalence class and not form parallel edges.

If $|E_i| = 4$ then there must be at least four vertices in $V(E_i)$. Since there is no way for both non-separation pair vertices to have degree three without creating parallel edges or violating the equivalence relation, this case is also impossible.

Therefore, either $|E_i| = 1$ or $|E_i| \geq 5$. □

Corollary 2.4 If $|E_i| = 1$ then the edge connects the separation pair vertices.

The next three lemmas show that the effects of branching and performing parallel edges and degree two vertex reductions are local to the triconnected component in which these operations are performed.

Lemma 2.5 Let $|E_i| \geq 5$ and $|E_j| \geq 5$. After deleting or contracting $e \in E_i$, $E_j$ will still be a separation class with the same set of edges.

Proof. The common paths that determine membership in $E_j$ use neither edge $e$ nor more than one of its vertices so these paths will not be affected by deleting or contracting $e$. □

Lemma 2.6 Let $P$ be a set of parallel edges in $G$ and let $E_i$ be a separation class with $|E_i| \geq 5$. If $P \cap E_i = \emptyset$ then after performing parallel reductions on $P$, $E_i$ will still be a separation class with the same set of edges $E_i$.

Proof. None of the paths within $E_i$ will be affected. □

Lemma 2.7 Let $v$ be a degree two vertex of $G$ not adjacent to any edge of $E_i$. After performing a degree two reduction on $v$, $E_i$ will still be a separation class with the same set of edges.

Proof. The reduction will not affect any path of $E_i$. □

The following theorem lays the foundation for triconnected component decomposition. It
shows how one can find the combined reliabilities of a set of similar networks by solving a reliability problem on only one of these similar networks.

Theorem 2.8 Suppose \( t \) networks \( G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_t \) are isomorphic to the simple network \( G = (V, E) \). Associated with each network is a weight \( w_i \). The \( t \) networks differ only in these weights and the probabilities of edge \( e_1 \).

Let \( p_{ij} = \text{Prob}[e_j \text{ works in } G_i] \) and \( q_{ij} = \text{Prob}[e_j \text{ fails in } G_i] \).

By assumption \( p_{ij} = p_j \) and \( q_{ij} = q_j \) for \( j \neq 1 \). Then

\[
\sum_i w_i R_k(G_i) = R_k(G_{r+1})
\]

where \( G_{r+1} = (V, E) \) with

\[
p_{r+1,j} = p_j \text{ and } q_{r+1,j} = q_j \text{ for } j \neq 1,
\]

and \( p_{r+1,1} = \sum_i w_i p_{i1} \) and \( q_{r+1,1} = \sum_i w_i q_{i1} \).

Proof. Note that \( G^*e_1 = G^*e_1 \) and \( G - e_1 = G - e_1 \) for all \( i \) and condition.

\[
\sum_i w_i R_k(G_i) = w_i p_{i1} R_k(G_i^*e_1) + w_i q_{i1} R_k(G_i - e_1)
\]

\[
\sum_i w_i R_k(G_i) = \sum_i w_i p_{i1} R_k(G^*e_1) + \sum_i w_i q_{i1} R_k(G - e_1)
\]

\[
\sum_i w_i R_k(G_i) = p_{r+1,1} R_k(G^*e_1) + q_{r+1,1} R_k(G - e_1) = R_k(G_{r+1}). \quad \square
\]

The basic principles of this technique of triconnected component decomposition are most easily explained for the network reliability problems where all vertices are \( K \)-vertices. For now, attention will be restricted to the all terminal case.

Consider the execution of a backtrack algorithm that uses both parallel edges and degree two vertex reductions. Further suppose that the graph has been partitioned into its separation classes and that branching is limited to edges that were elements of \( E_i (|E_i| \geq 5) \) with separation pair vertices \( a, b \). So long as one does not select edges that are bridges with respect to \( V(E_i) \), one will create a search structure whose leaves represent graphs in which \( E_i \) is replaced by a single edge. These leaves represent a partition of the success events of the network. Some linear combination of the reliabilities of the graphs represented by the graphs at these leaves is
the reliability of the original network. The probability of reaching a given leaf is the appropriate weight to be assigned to these networks that differ in one edge.

Application of Theorem 2.8 is now possible. The subproblems associated with the leaves of the search structure developed by branching on edges of the same triconnected component may be solved together. This is an example of what Chang [1981] calls backtrack fusion; subproblems associated with different nodes of the search structure are fused. This process of fusion may be continued on the various triconnected components one at a time and in any order.

Unfortunately, in the $k$-terminal network reliability problem, it may not always be possible to reduce all triconnected components to a single edge. The difficulties with performing the reduction are generalizations of the cases in which it is not possible to perform degree two vertex reductions and Wheatstone bridge reductions. These difficulties must be discussed in reference to particular classes of algorithms. It is assumed here that the algorithms posed for the solution of the $k$-terminal reliability problem are backtrack algorithms that alternately include and exclude edges in order to create a partition of events whose probabilities are easily deduced. The algorithms may employ techniques of parallel edges reductions and degree two vertex reductions. The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for performing the triconnected component decomposition when using these algorithms.

Theorem 2.9 Let $T$ be a triconnected component of $G$ with separation pair vertices $u$ and $v$. It is possible to replace $T$ with a single edge $t = (u, v)$ in a network reliability preserving transformation where $p_t = P(T)$ and $q_t = Q(T)$ iff

(i) both $u$ and $v$ are $K$-vertices, or

(ii) no vertex in $\{V(T) - u - v\}$ is a $K$-vertex.

Proof. If (i) is true, $p_t = R_K \cap r[T]$ and $q_t = R_K \cap r[T^*(u, v)]$.

If (ii) is true, $p_t = R_{u, v}[T]$ and $q_t = 1 - p_t$. 
The difficult part of the proof lies in showing that if both (i) and (ii) are false, then it is impossible to find functions $P(T)$ and $Q(T)$ such that one may perform a network reliability preserving transformation replacing $T$ by the edge $t = (u, v)$. Call this transformed graph $G$.

If both (i) and (ii) are false then one or more (but not all) interior vertices of $T$ are $K$-vertices and at least one of $u$ and $v$ is not a $K$-vertex. Without loss of generality, suppose $u$ is not a $K$-vertex.

Consider all possible sequences of branching exclusively among the edges of $T$ until $T$ is empty and such that no $K$-vertex of $T$ is ever disconnected. The leaves of such a search structure will represent one of three graphs: $G_1 = G^*t$ where the composite vertex of $u$ and $v$ is a $K$-vertex; $G_2 = G-t$ where $u$ is not a $K$-vertex and $v$ is; and $G_3 = G-t$ where $u$ is a $K$-vertex. By unifying the subproblems at these leaves one gets

$$ (1) \ R_k[G] = w_1(T)R[G_1] + w_2(T)R[G_2] + w_3(T)R[G_3] $$

where $w_i(T)$ is the weight assigned to each graph. Each weight should be the sum of the probabilities associated with leaves representing the particular graph. Assume that each $w_i(T) > 0$. This assumption may be assured by initially contracting all edges in $T$ that never fail and deleting all edges in $T$ that never work.

When replacing $T$ by the single edge $t$, it is necessary to choose between $G_2$ and $G_3$. One has the choice of

$$ (2) \ R_k[G] = P(T)R[G_1] + Q_2(T)R[G_2] $$

$$ (3) \ R_k[G] = P(T)R[G_1] + Q_3(T)R[G_3]. $$

The facts that $R[G_1] > R[G_2]$ and $R[G_1] > R[G_3]$ are two things that can be said about the reliability of these three graphs. However, since it is possible that $R[G_1] > 0$ and $R[G_2] - R[G_3] = 0$, it must be that $P(T) = w_1(T)$.

Unfortunately, it is also possible that $R[G_2] > R[G_3] = 0$ or $R[G_3] > R[G_2] = 0$. Both cases lead to a contradiction of (1) with (2) or (3).
Hence it has been shown that, in general, $T$ cannot be replaced by a single edge $t$ with $p_t = P(T)$ and $q_t = Q(T)$ in a reliability preserving transformation. □

There are lots of questions about the use of this technique. Should it be used recursively? When is it worthwhile to do a triconnected component decomposition? Is it useful? These and similar questions are addressed in the next chapter where backtrack algorithms that use this and other reduction techniques are analyzed.

6. Remarks

Without reductions, backtrack algorithms for network reliability problems would be little more than naive state enumerators. Although the reductions described here have improved these algorithms considerably, they cannot stop the combinatorial explosion in the backtrack search structure generated when applying the algorithms to arbitrary networks.
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Chapter Three: Algorithms and Complexity

Let $G = (V, E)$ be an undirected network with perfectly reliable vertices and unreliable edges. Let $p_i = \text{Prob}[\text{edge } e_i \text{ is working}]$ and $q_i = \text{Prob}[\text{edge } e_i \text{ is failed}]$. Assume that edge failures are independent. The network reliability problem considered here is to calculate $R_k(G) = \text{Prob}[\text{there exists a path of working edges between every pair of a set } K \text{ of } k \text{ vertices}]$. Five classes of backtrack algorithms for this problem are presented along with a discussion of their algorithmic complexity.

Complementary branching schemes are the basis of the backtrack algorithms described in this chapter. These algorithms find analytic solutions to network reliability problems. By branching and performing reductions, each algorithm enumerates a partition of events whose probabilities are easy to calculate. These algorithms differ from naive state enumeration in that they recognize if the graph is connected or if it cannot be connected before a state is completely specified. The reductions used and the strategies for selecting edges on which to branch are what differentiates these classes of algorithms.

Algorithms of the first class, A1, differ from blind branching in that they do not branch on bridge edges. This is achieved by performing bridge reductions. A modification to a particular algorithm of this class allows one to enumerate all the spanning trees of a graph.

Algorithms of class A2 perform parallel edges reductions. It is shown that slightly modified A2 algorithms may be used to enumerate the spanning trees of a graph in a coded form. Other arguments show that the number of leaves generated by these algorithms is equal to the number of single source acyclic orientations of the graph which equals the number of regions created by a certain arrangement of hyperplanes. Satyanarayana and Chang (1981) show that the number of leaves generated is equal to the domination, a graph invariant. It is also
possible to enumerate these acyclic orientations using slightly modified A2 algorithms.

All algorithms of A3 perform parallel edges reductions and degree two vertex reductions while attempting to select edges for branching so as not to form separable graphs. The number of leaves generated by these algorithms is equal to the minimum number of source-sink acyclic orientations of the graph which is equal to the Crapo beta invariant evaluated on the associated graphic matroid. This is the same number as the number of bounded regions in a certain arrangement of hyperplanes (see Zaslavsky[1977]) which is also the same number as the minimum domination as described in Chang[1981]. For any given graph, it is possible to give a problem instance and an edge selection strategy that will allow the enumeration of the source-sink acyclic orientations.

In addition to performing all the reductions of A3, algorithms of A4 also perform the Wheatstone bridge reduction. Bounds for the number of leaves generated are presented as well as ideas about optimal edge selection strategies.

Less is known about A5 algorithms which incorporate general triconnected component reductions into A3 algorithms. Ideas about edge selection strategies and the frequency and method of finding triconnected components are discussed in relation to algorithmic complexity.

None of the ideas embodied by any of these algorithms is novel in itself. Algorithms of classes A1 and A2 have been described by others (i.e. Murchland[1975] and Ball[1977]) although most other researchers were concerned mostly with the all terminal problem or the two terminal problem and not the k-terminal reliability problem.

Although all types of degree two vertex reductions have been described before, until recently no one author seems to have discussed them in their full generality. The characterization of the optimal edge selection strategy when these reductions are performed is new. The complexity analysis of class A3 algorithms which use this strategy is also new. An independent proof of this result using domination theory is in Chang[1981]. No one else seems to have noticed the relation between the complexity of these algorithms and the Crapo beta invariant.
The Wheatstone bridge reduction of the A4 algorithms is mentioned by Murchland and Shier[1973] but it does not seem that anyone developed the idea further. The bounds for the complexity of A4 algorithms are new. No one has described optimal edge selection strategies for algorithms that include Wheatstone bridge reductions or triconnected component reductions. The speculations presented here about the prospects of A5 algorithms diverge from the views of other researchers.

These backtrack algorithms enumerate a partition of events. It is sometimes possible to associate combinatorial objects with these events. In this chapter, it will be shown that trees, acyclic orientations, and regions in arrangements of hyperplanes may be associated with the leaves generated by algorithms of classes A1, A2, and A3. Moreover, it is often possible to transform enumeration algorithms into reliability algorithms and vice-versa if one knows what combinatorial objects may be associated with the events of the partition used in the reliability analysis.

1. Backtrack Algorithms with Bridge Reductions

Let A1 be a class of backtrack algorithms for the k-terminal network reliability problem. The distinguishing characteristic of this class of algorithms is that no edge that is a bridge with respect to the set of K-vertices is ever deleted. This may be accomplished by not selecting such edges for branching or by performing bridge reductions. REL1 describes algorithms of this class.

REL1(G,w)
1. Remove all irrelevant edges.
2. Perform bridge reductions. If B is the set of bridges contracted, set w = \( \prod_{e \in B} p_e \).
3. If G is a vertex then return(w).
4. Select an edge e such that G*e and G-e are connected.
5. Return(REL1(G*e,wp_e) + REL1(G-e,wp_e)).
The first call should be REL1(G,1.0). Steps 1 and 2 may be done in \(O(m+n)\) time using a variant of a biconnected component decomposition algorithm. Recall that an irrelevant edge is one that lies on no simple path between \(K\)-vertices. In step 2, it is necessary to update \(w\) by multiplying it by the probability that all bridge edges are working. One can easily modify this algorithm so that bridges are not actually contracted in step 2. If this is done, it is necessary to modify step 3 to check if \(G\) is a tree and to return \(w\ \text{Prob[the tree consists of all working edges]}\). The edge selection strategy requires no additional labor as any non-bridge edge will satisfy the conditions of step 4. A more strenuous condition would be to require that both \(G+e\) and \(G-e\) are coherent (have no irrelevant edges).

Of interest for complexity analysis is \(L_{A}(G)\) = the number of leaves generated by some algorithm \(A \in A1\) when calculating \(R_{k}[G]\). First consider the problem of counting the leaves generated when solving the all terminal network reliability problem. Recall from the first chapter that \(\tau(G)\) is the number of spanning trees of \(G\).

**Theorem 3.1** \(L_{A}(G) = \tau(G)\) for all \(A \in A1\) when solving the all terminal network reliability problem.

**Proof.** Use induction on the number of edges. The inductive hypothesis is that the theorem holds for all graphs with \(|E| < m\). This is certainly true if \(m = 1\) or \(G\) is a tree.

Note that the only irrelevant edges possible in the all terminal problem are self loops. The number of spanning trees is invariant to the removal of self loops because no self loop appears in a tree. The number of spanning trees is also invariant to the reduction (contraction) of bridges since every bridge is in every spanning tree.

Consider some graph \(G\) with \(m+1\) edges. If \(G\) has self loops or bridges, then the removal of a loop or the reduction of a bridge will yield a graph with \(m\) edges and the same number of trees and give the desired result. If there are no bridges or self loops, an edge will be selected and two subproblems created. The number of leaves will then be the sum of the leaves generated by these subproblems, that is,
\[ L1_A(G) = L1_A(G^e) + L1_A(G-e). \]

Since neither \( G^e \) nor \( G-e \) has more than \( m \) edges, the inductive hypothesis may be used to give

\[ \tau(G^e) = L1_A(G^e) \text{ and } \tau(G-e) = L1_A(G-e). \]

Recall from Chapter 1 that a factoring theorem which states \( \tau(G) = \tau(G^e) + \tau(G-e) \) holds for \( \tau(G) \) and the result is obtained. \( \Box \)

This theorem does not answer the more general question of how algorithms of this class perform for \( k \)-terminal problems. Since the removal of irrelevant edges can not increase the number of trees, it is easy to establish that the number of trees represents an upper bound on the number of leaves generated by any algorithm of the class \( A1 \) for arbitrary \( k \)-terminal network reliability problems.

One might expect that the number of leaves generated for the \( k \)-terminal problem need not exceed \( \tau_k(G) = \text{ the number of } k \text{-trees of the graph } G \). This is not so, primarily because \( \tau_k(G) \neq \tau_k(G^e) + \tau_k(G-e) \). A \( k \)-tree is a tree, all of whose pendant vertices are \( K \)-vertices, that connects all vertices in \( K \). Such a tree is a minimal success set. Closely related is what will be called a \( k_r \)-tree. For some total ordering imposed upon the edges of \( G \), a \( k_r \)-tree is an acyclic subgraph that connects all the vertices in \( K \) but contains no lexicographically smaller subgraph that also connects all the vertices of \( K \). (Lexicographic ordering is analagous to alphabetic ordering; however, rather than using the alphabet one uses some other ordering of basic elements (i.e. edges) to sort objects composed of those elements.) The number of leaves generated by an \( A1 \) algorithm for a \( k \)-terminal problem need not exceed \( \tau_k(G) = \text{ the number of } k_r \text{-trees of } G \) where this number depends on the ordering imposed on the edges.

Let the vertices of \( G \) be labeled \( 1, 2, \ldots, k, k+1, \ldots, n \) where the first \( k \) vertices are the \( K \)-vertices. Let the \( m \) edges of \( G \) be sorted lexicographically by their vertex pairs. Let each \( k_r \)-tree be represented by a lexicographically ordered list of edges. If the \( \tau_k \) trees are listed lexicographically it is possible to construct a binary search structure where each leaf represents a different tree. This same binary search structure may be used to calculate network reliability.
These ideas can be developed further to show that it is possible to find the reliability from the list of $k_r$-trees without sorting the trees or constructing a binary search structure.

One constructs this search structure as follows. Divide the list of trees into two parts such that the lexicographic smallest edge that is not in every tree, is in all trees of one part of the list and is in no tree of the other part of the list. This splitting of the list corresponds to a binary branch in the search structure with one part of the list corresponding to the lexicographically smallest non-bridge edge being included (contracted) and the other part of the list corresponding to that same edge being deleted. One applies this procedure recursively, treating each part as a list to be split in two until each list consists of one tree. When this has been achieved, the binary search structure that has an associated branch for every splitting of a list will have a leaf that corresponds to a different $k_r$-tree. For an example, see Figure 3.1.

Every arc of the search structure corresponds to some edge working or failing and may be labeled with the probability of that event. Each node may be labeled with the probability that all pertinent bridge edges work. Here pertinent bridge edges are those lexicographically smaller than the edge represented by the arcs leaving the node. Each leaf may be labeled with the product of the arc and node probabilities on the path to that leaf. Each leaf represents the event that the set of working and failed edges is such that the $k_r$-tree corresponding to the leaf is the lexicographical smallest $k_r$-tree all of whose edges are working. The leaf label represents the probability of this event.

It is possible to generate the binary search structure described above by using a lexicographic edge selection rule in a backtrack algorithm. One simply selects the lexicographical non-bridge edge for branching. After the contraction of some edge $(u, v)$ it is necessary to relabel the new composite vertex with the minimum of $u$ and $v$ and to change the ordering of the edges accordingly. Branching according to this scheme corresponds to the splitting scheme described previously. The arcs and nodes of this search structure may be labeled with the probabilities of the appropriate events and the reliability calculated as the structure is generated. Thus, the following results have been established.
Lemma 3.2 There exists an algorithm $A \in \mathcal{A}_1$ that can solve $R_k[G]$ while generating exactly $r_k(G)$ leaves. □

Lemma 3.3 There exists an algorithm $A \in \mathcal{A}_1$ that solves $R_k[G]$ whose leaves are in 1-1 correspondence with the $k_T$-trees of $G$. □

It should be noted that for many backtrack algorithms, one may label nodes and arcs appropriately and sum the leaf probabilities to obtain the reliability. This may be done only when the backtrack algorithm generates a partition of the success sets. Moreover, note that the reliability calculation requires work proportional to the size of the search structure and therefore is no more complex than the generation of the structure. Hence, one may adapt Gabow's spanning tree enumeration algorithm to solve the all terminal problem in $O(n^3)$ time.

Enumeration of the $k_T$-trees of $G$ is possible by modifying reliability algorithms of the class $\mathcal{A}_1$. An enumeration algorithm may be specified as follows. The initial call should be $\text{ENUM1}(G,\emptyset)$.

\[ \text{ENUM1}(G,S) \]
\[ \begin{align*}
&1. \text{ Remove all irrelevant edges.} \\
&2. \text{ Perform bridge reductions. } B \text{ is the set of bridges contracted. Let } S = S \cup B. \\
&3. \text{ If } G \text{ is a vertex then output}(S) \text{ and return.} \\
&4. \text{ Use the lexicographic edge selection rule. Let } e \text{ be the edge selected.} \\
&5. \text{ ENUM1}(G \ast e,S \cup e); \text{ ENUM1}(G - e,S).
\end{align*} \]

2. Backtrack Algorithms with Parallel Edges Reductions

Let $\mathcal{A}_2$ be a class of backtrack algorithms for the $k$-terminal network reliability problem. The important feature of this class of algorithms is that each set of parallel edges is reduced to a single edge in a reliability preserving network transformation. The sketch that follows describes these algorithms.
REL2\( (G,w) \)

1. Remove irrelevant edges.

2. Perform parallel edges reductions.

3. Perform bridge reductions. If \( B \) is the set of bridges contracted, set \( w = \prod_{e \in B} p_e \).

4. If \( G \) is a vertex then return \( (w) \).

5. Select an edge \( e \) such that \( G*e \) and \( G-e \) are connected.

6. Return \( (REL2(G*e, p_e w) + REL2(G-e, q_e w)) \).

REL2 differs from REL1 in that REL2 performs parallel edges reductions. Of interest is \( L2_A(G) \) = the number of leaves in the search structure generated by algorithm \( A \in A2 \) when solving for \( R_k[G] \). Again, the number of leaves generated when solving the all terminal problem will be considered first. Recall that \( \alpha(G) \) is the number of single source acyclic orientations of \( G \).

Theorem 3.4 \( L2_A(G) = \alpha(G) \) for all \( A \in A2 \) when solving the all terminal network reliability problem.

Proof. Use induction on the number of edges. The inductive hypothesis is that the theorem holds for all graphs with \( |E| \leq m \). This is certainly true if \( |E| = 1 \) or \( G \) is a tree.

Now consider what happens if \( G \) has \( m+1 \) edges. Note that there will be no irrelevant edges. If a bridge or a parallel edges reduction is possible then the invariance of \( \alpha \) to such reductions (Satyanarayana and Procesi-Ciampi[1981], Stanley[1977]) and the fact that the reduced graph has at least one fewer edge gives the desired result. If no reduction is possible, an edge will be selected and two subproblems will be created. The number of leaves generated is clearly the sum of the leaves generated in each of these subproblems, that is, \( L2_A(G) = L2_A(G*e) + L2_A(G-e) \). Since neither \( G*e \) nor \( G-e \) has more than \( m \) edges, the inductive hypothesis may be applied to give

\[
\alpha(G*e) = L2_A(G*e) \quad \text{and} \quad \alpha(G-e) = L2_A(G-e).
\]

Combining these equations with the acyclic orientation factoring theorem of Chapter 1 yields
\[ \alpha(G) = \alpha(G^e) + \alpha(G-e) = L2_A(G^e) + L2_A(G-e) = L2_A(G). \]

This proves the theorem. \( \square \)

It is easy to show that there must exist edges that satisfy the requirements of step 5. All edges that are not bridges are eligible. If all edges of \( G \) were bridges then \( G \) would be a tree and \( L2_A(G) = \alpha(G) = 1 \). This edge selection criterion eliminates the possibility of creating disconnected graphs which become deadends in the search structure. If a disconnected graph were to be created then \( \alpha(G) \) would underestimate the complexity of the algorithm because it takes work to discover that the graph is disconnected although \( \alpha \) for a disconnected graph is zero.

The combinatorial object associated with A2 algorithms is the unique source acyclic orientation. Let \( \alpha_k(G) \) be the number of acyclic orientations with the same source and whose source and sinks are all \( K \)-vertices. Recall from Chapter 1 that this number is independent of which \( K \)-vertex is chosen to be the unique source. Let \( A_k = \{A_k^1, A_k^2, \ldots, A_k^{e_k}\} \) represent the set of acyclic orientations of \( G \) whose source is vertex 1 and all of whose sinks are \( K \)-vertices.

Associate with each \( A_k^i \) a permutation of a subset of the vertex labels, \( P_k^i \). These permutations may be described constructively as follows. Mark vertex 1 and let it be the first element of the permutation. Greedily choose the lowest labeled unmarked vertex adjacent to a marked vertex by way of an oriented edge. Mark this vertex and append it to \( P_k^i \). Continue this procedure until all \( K \)-vertices have been marked. These permutations represent the lexicographic minimal ordering of vertex labels consistent with the partial ordering imposed by the orientations of the edges. Note that these permutations may be of different lengths and that the last vertex will always be a \( K \)-vertex. A feasible permutation is one that may be derived from some acyclic orientation using the greedy method just described.

In the last section, it was shown that an ordered list of the \( k_r \)-trees could be used to find \( R_k[G] \). In this section, the relationship between enumeration algorithms and network reliability analysis will be furthered by showing how to find \( R_k[G] \) from any list of \( A_k \), the acyclic orientations of \( G \).
At least one acyclic orientation must be associated with any set of edges that contains a \( k \)-tree. One may partition the set of successful events by the lexicographic minimum feasible permutation that may be associated with the working edges of some successful event. Let \( F_k^i \) be the event that \( P_k^i \) is feasible and \( \bar{F}_k^i \) be its complement. Then

\[
R_k[G] = \text{Prob}[F_k^1] + \text{Prob}[\bar{F}_k^1 F_k^2] + \cdots + \text{Prob}[\bar{F}_k^1 \cdots \bar{F}_k^{a_k-1} F_k^{a_k}] \\
\text{or}
\]

\[
R_k[G] = \sum_{i=1}^{a_k} \text{Prob}[P_k^i \text{ is the lexicographic minimal feasible permutation}].
\]

Given an acyclic orientation, it is an easy matter to construct the associated permutation and calculate the probability that it is the lexicographic minimal feasible permutation. Let \( P_k^i = (v_1, v_2, \cdots, v_l) \). Then \( \text{Prob}[P_k^i \text{ is the lexicographic minimal feasible permutation}] = \prod_{j=1}^{l} \text{Prob} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{there exists an edge from at least one of } \{v_1, v_2, \cdots, v_j\} \text{ to } v_{j+1} \end{array} \right] \text{Prob} \left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{there is no edge from } \{v_1, v_2, \cdots, v_j\} \text{ to any } v < v_{j+1}, v \in V - \{v_1, \cdots, v_j\} \end{array} \right] \). One may compute this probability in \( O(n^2) \) time. Therefore, the following has been shown.

Lemma 3.5 Given a list of all \( \alpha_k \) acyclic orientations with the same \( K \)-vertex as the source and only \( K \)-vertices as sinks, it is possible to find \( R_k[G] \) in \( O(n^2 \alpha_k) \) additional time. □

An enumeration of the \( k_r \)-trees of \( G \) in a coded form may be obtained in a manner analogous to computing the reliability. Each permutation represents a set of \( k_r \)-trees. When considering the event that there exists at one edge from one of \( \{v_1, v_2, \cdots, v_j\} \) to \( v_{j+1} \), one lists each such edge. The coded form enumeration is realized by listing each such set of edges. One derives the individual \( k_r \)-trees by taking all trees where one chooses exactly one edge from each of these sets. See Figure 3.2.

It is possible to enumerate the acyclic orientations in \( A_k \) using a backtrack algorithm. This can be done by listing the acyclic orientations lexicographically and demonstrating that one can find an underlying binary structure or by using an algorithm like the following.

\text{ENUM2}(G,S)
1. Remove all irrelevant edges.

2. Perform parallel edges reductions.

3. If the edge \((1,u)\) is the only edge from vertex 1, then contract this edge and let \(S = \text{concatenate}(S, u)\).

4. If \(G\) is a vertex then output \((S)\) and return.

5. Select the lexicographic minimal edge \(e=(1,v)\).

6. \(\text{ENUM2}(G^{e}, \text{concatenate}(S, v)); \text{ENUM2}(G-e, S)\).

The first call should be \(\text{ENUM2}(G, 1)\). The function concatenate adds the second argument to the end of the first. The output is a list of permutations of vertex labels. To derive the acyclic orientations, one simply orients the edges in a manner consistent with the total ordering imposed by the permutation.

Using the fact that the number of permutations beginning with the same label is less than or equal to \((n-1)!\) or that \(\alpha_k(G) \leq (n-1)!\), one obtains the result that A2 algorithms generate no more than \((n-1)!\) leaves. A stronger result is that

\[
\alpha_k(G) \leq \alpha(G) \leq (n-1)!
\]

which implies that \(k\)-terminal problems are never harder than all terminal problems on the same network when algorithms of this class are used (Procesi-Ciampi[1981]). Others have presented similar results for the all terminal network reliability problem. Murchland and Shier[1973] developed an algorithm that generates a search structure by including and excluding edges as is done here. He also discussed series-parallel reductions. Later, Buzacott[1976] showed that algorithm of Murchland and Shier has \((n-1)!\) leaves when a certain edge selection strategy is used. Ball[1977,1979] has developed an algorithm with the same complexity that implicitly performs parallel edges reductions.

3. Backtrack Algorithms with Degree Two Vertex Reductions

The following sketch describes A3, a class of backtrack algorithms for the \(k\)-terminal network reliability problem. Algorithms in this class perform degree two vertex reductions as well as parallel edges reductions. It is assumed that graphs input to these algorithms are simple (no
parallel edges) and biconnected.

\textbf{REL3}(G, w)

1. Perform parallel edges reductions and degree two vertex reductions. Update \( w \).
2. If \( G \) is an edge \( f \) then return \( \rho(f, w) \).
3. Select an edge \( e \) such that both \( G^e \) and \( G-e \) are biconnected.
4. Return \( \text{REL3}(G^e, p_e, w) + \text{REL3}(G-e, q_e, w) \).

The reductions in step 1 may be performed in \( O(n^2) \) time. Step 2 may be performed in constant time. In the all terminal problem, step 3 may be performed in \( O(m+n) \) time using a variant of a triconnected component decomposition algorithm or in \( O(n) \) time using a lexicographic edge selection rule. The \( O(m+n) \) method gives all possible edges for branching and allows the option of using this information to help select edges at future nodes of the search structure with little additional work. In the \( k \)-terminal case, one must modify step 3 to include the phrase "if possible." It may not be possible to select an edge that meets these conditions. It may be that every edge is adjacent to an irreducible degree two vertex in which case the deletion of any edge creates a separable graph. If it is possible to meet the conditions of step 3, it should be possible to find the edge in \( O(m+n) \) time.

Of interest is \( L_3(G) \), the number of leaves in the search structure generated by algorithm \( A \in A_3 \) when solving for \( R_k[G] \). It is necessary to distinguish the all terminal problem and the \( k \)-terminal problem in analyzing this class of algorithms. The first part of the following discussion is devoted to the all terminal case. Note that the existence of a degree two vertex that cannot be reduced is possible only in the \( k \)-terminal problem and not in the all terminal problem.

The All Terminal Network Reliability Problem for A3 Algorithms

Theorem 3.6. \( L_3(G) = \beta(G) \) for all \( A \in A_3 \) when solving the all terminal problem.

Proof. Use induction on the number of edges. The inductive hypothesis is that the theorem
holds for all graphs with $|E| \leq m$. This is certainly true if $|E| = 1$.

Now consider what happens if $G$ has $m+1$ edges. If a parallel edges reduction or a degree two vertex reduction is possible then the invariance of $\beta$ to such reductions and the fact that the reduced graph has at least one fewer edge gives the desired result. If no reduction is possible, and edge will be selected and two subproblems created. The number of leaves generated is the sum of the leaves generated by these subproblems, that is,

$$L3_A(G) = L3_A(G*e) + L3_A(G-e).$$

Since neither $G*e$ nor $G-e$ has more than $m$ edges, the inductive hypothesis may be used to give

$$\beta(G*e) = L3_A(G*e) \quad \text{and} \quad \beta(G-e) = L3_A(G-e).$$

Recall from Chapter 1 that a factoring theorem which states $\beta(G) = \beta(G*e) + \beta(G-e)$ holds for $\beta(G)$. Combining these equations yields

$$\beta(G) = \beta(G*e) + \beta(G-e) = L3_A(G*e) + L3_A(G-e) = L3_A(G).$$

This proves the theorem. \( \square \)

Note that $\beta(G)$ may grossly underestimate the number of leaves generated if the edges selected do not satisfy the conditions of step 3. This is because if the edge selected does not satisfy those conditions a separable graph will be created. A finite amount of work is necessary to resolve the separable graph although $\beta$ will be zero. A proof that proper edges exist and a characterization of those edges is presented next.

Showing that it is possible to select proper edges for algorithms of the class $A3$ is done using results from the triconnected decomposition of graphs as discussed by Hopcroft and Tarjan[1973]. A number of definitions and lemmas are presented to show that there exist edges $e$ such that both $G*e$ and $G-e$ are biconnected.

Let $a, b$ be a pair of vertices in a simple biconnected graph $G$. Suppose that the edges of $G$ are divided into equivalence classes $E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_c$ such that two edges which lie on a common path not containing any vertex of $a, b$ except as endpoints are in the same class. The classes $E_i$ are called separation classes of $G$ with respect to $a, b$. If there are at least two
separation classes then \( a, b \) is called a separation pair unless there are exactly two separation classes and one class is a single edge.

A graph is triconnected if and only if it is biconnected and has no separation pair.

A graph may be split with respect to a separation pair into two split graphs \( G^1 \) and \( G^2 \) such that \[ E^1 = \bigcup_{i=1}^{k} E_i, \quad E^2 = E - E^1, \quad |E^1| \geq |E^2|, \quad G^1 = (V(E^1), E^1 \cup (a, b)), \quad \text{and} \quad G^2 = (V(E^2), E^2 \cup (a, b)) \] where \((a, b)\) is a virtual edge. The way in which \( G^1 \) is chosen insures that \(|E^1| \geq 2\).

Lemma 3.7 If \( G = (V, E) \) is simple and biconnected with all vertices having degree at least three then at least one of the two split graphs has at least five edges.

Proof. By constraining \(|E^1| \geq |E^2| \geq 1\) and recalling the conditions for a vertex pair to be a separation pair it is easy to see that \(|E^1| \geq 2\).

If \(|E^1| = 2\) then \(|V(E^1)| = 1\) and this single vertex will have degree two which is contrary to assumption. It is therefore necessary that \(|V(E^1)| > 1\). If \(|V(E^1)| \geq 2\) then \(|E^1| \geq 5\) if all vertices have degree at least three and \( G \) is simple. □

When \( G \) has been split until no more splits are possible, each split graph is called a split component. Lemma 3.7 may be applied inductively to obtain the result that at least one split graph has at least five edges. Virtual edges are considered part of each split component. A split component is either a triconnected graph, a triangle, or a triple bond (three parallel edges).

Lemma 3.8 If \( G = (V, E) \) is simple and biconnected with each vertex having degree at least three then there will exist a split component with at least five edges.

Proof. At each splitting there will always be at least one split graph with at least five edges that will also be simple and biconnected with all vertices having degree at least three. When no more splitting is possible such a split graph will become a split component. □

Lemma 3.9 If \( G = (V, E) \) is triconnected then both \( G^e \) and \( G-e \) are biconnected for all edges.
Proof. $G$ is triconnected iff there exist three disjoint paths for all $(u,v)$ vertex pairs. Since the contraction of any edge $e$ can at most join two of these paths, two disjoint $u,v$ paths will remain. Deleting any edge $e$ will destroy at most one path which also leaves at least two disjoint $u,v$ paths. This proves the claim since any graph with at least two disjoint paths between any vertex pair is biconnected. $\square$

Theorem 3.10 If $G = (V,E)$ is simple and biconnected with all vertices having degree at least three then there exist edges $e \in E$ such that both $G^{*}e$ and $G-e$ are biconnected. Moreover, if $e$ is an edge (not a virtual edge) from a split component with at least five edges then both $G^{*}e$ and $G-e$ will be biconnected.

Proof. The proof will be based on showing that edges belonging to split components with at least five edges satisfy the theorem. The existence of such edges has already been proven in Lemma 3.8. It is necessary to show that there exist two disjoint paths for all $(u,v)$ vertex pairs in both $G^{*}e$ and $G-e$.

If neither $u$ nor $v$ belongs to the split component to which $e$ belongs then there will be two disjoint $u,v$ paths in both $G^{*}e$ and $G-e$. There must exist two disjoint $u,v$ paths in $G$ because $G$ is biconnected. If neither path involves the split component to which $e$ belongs then the same two paths may be used in both $G^{*}e$ and $G-e$. If either of these paths uses the split component note that it must contain both vertices of the separation pair. The fact that the paths are disjoint implies that at most one of the paths will use edges in the split component to which $e$ belongs. Clearly a path will remain between the vertices of the separation pair after both contraction and deletion of $e$ guaranteeing that there will be two disjoint $u,v$ paths.

If only one of $u$ and $v$ (say $u$) belongs to the split component to which $e$ belongs, use the fact that there always exists a path containing any given three vertices in a biconnected graph. Let $\{a,b\}$ be a separation pair such that $u$ and $v$ are in different equivalence classes with respect to $\{u,v\}$. After both contraction and deletion, the split component to which $e$ and
vertex \( u \) belong will be biconnected and there will be a path with \( a \) and \( b \) as endpoints that contains \( u \). Some other path containing \( v \) with \( a \) and \( b \) as endpoints will exist in \( G, G^e, \) and \( G-e \). Combining these two paths insures that there will be two disjoint \( u,v \) paths.

If both \( u \) and \( v \) belong to the split component that contains \( e \), recall that this component is triconnected and use Lemma 3.9. \( \Box \)

An algorithm of the class A3 may be used to enumerate all source-sink acyclic orientations of the graph as follows. Label the source vertex 1 and label the sink vertex \( n \). Call \( \text{ENUM3}(G,\{1\}) \).

\( \text{ENUM3}(G,S) \)

1. Perform parallel edges reductions.
2. If vertex 1 is of degree two and is adjacent to vertices \( u \) and \( v \) with \( u < v \) then perform the degree two vertex reduction, relabel \( u \) to 1, and let \( S = \text{concatenate}(S,u) \).
3. If \( G \) is a single edge \((1,w)\) then output \( \text{concatenate}(S,w) \) and return.
4. Select the lexicographic minimal edge \( e = (1,x) \).
5. \( \text{ENUM3}(G^e,\text{concatenate}(S,x)); \text{ENUM3}(G-e,S) \).

The output will be permutations. One derives the acyclic orientations by orienting the edges in a manner that is consistent with the total ordering of the permutation.

The \( k \)-Terminal Network Reliability Problem for A3 Algorithms

The analysis of A3 algorithms applied to \( k \)-terminal problems is more difficult than the analysis of the all terminal case. Because it is not always possible to perform degree two vertex reductions, there is no equivalence between \( \beta(G) \) and the number of leaves generated. This is easily seen by considering the case of the Wheatstone bridge wherein the degree two vertices are the \( K \)-vertices in a two terminal reliability problem. Although \( \beta(G) = 1 \), class A3 algorithms must generate two leaves in finding the solution.
The lemmas of the first part of this discussion do not apply because there can be degree two vertices. An irreducible biconnected network may be composed of triconnected components all of which have two or three edges in which case it may not be possible to branch without creating separable graphs. For these reasons, the analysis done in the all terminal case no longer is valid.

Simple biconnected graphs in which all possible degree two vertex reductions have been performed cannot have triconnected components with exactly four edges. If such a graph has no triconnected components with five or more edges, there are unification (backtrack fusion) techniques that aid in solving the problem. Observe that these graphs are composed of chains of two or three edges. The endpoints of these chains are separation pair vertices and the interior vertices are irreducible degree two K-vertices. Some of these structures may be reduced using techniques described by Satyanarayana and Wood [1982]. There may also be single edges joining separation pair vertices.

If the graph consists only of two edge chains, consider a set of two edge chains between vertex i and vertex j, a separation pair of non-K-vertices. Let the interior vertices be labeled 1 through l. The entire set of edges may be reduced to one or less edges with three possible designations of vertices i and j: either i is a K-vertex or j is a K-vertex or both are. This result is obtained by considering the effects of branching on edges of the form e=(i, l).

If one contracts e then i becomes a K-vertex adjacent to j via the edge (l, j). If e is deleted then vertex j becomes a K-vertex after a bridge (pendant) reduction of the edge (l, j). If edges (i, 1), (i, 2), · · · , (i, l) all are contracted then i becomes a K-vertex adjacent to the non-K-vertex j after parallel edges reductions. If edges (i, 1), (i, 2), · · · , (i, l) all are deleted then j becomes a K-vertex not adjacent to i. In all other cases (some edge (i, l) is deleted and some edge (i, l) is contracted), both i and j will be K-vertices. If this happens it will be possible to perform all degree two vertex reductions. (See Theorem 2.9.) An additional parallel edges reduction leaves a graph with a single edge between the two K-vertices i and j. This is represented by the search structure in Figure 3.3.
At each leaf there is at most one edge \((i,j)\) as well as the probability of reaching that leaf. One may unify problems with the same topology by taking the sum of the edges' working (failing) probabilities weighted by the probability of reaching the leaf that represents the graph that contains the edge. To obtain the three graphs (with the correct edge probabilities) for the three cases requires \(O(n^2)\) work.

If \(s\) is the number of separation pair vertices, then one need consider at most \(2^s\) different cases of each vertex being a \(K\)-vertex or not. For each case, one chooses the appropriate edge between every separation pair and solves for the reliability. Summing the reliability over all cases gives the reliability of the original network.

The overhead in implementing the above unification techniques is likely to outweigh any actual computational savings. If one does not implement such a scheme, the amount of work done by the algorithm is bounded below by \(\beta(G)\) and bounded above by \(\alpha_k(G)\). The lower bound is achieved in the all terminal problem and in the two terminal problem where the two vertices are either adjacent or members of the same separation pair.

4. Backtrack Algorithms with Wheatstone Bridge Reductions

REL4 describes A4, a class of algorithms for the \(k\)-terminal network reliability problem. Algorithms in this class perform Wheatstone bridge reductions as well as parallel edges reductions and degree two vertex reductions. It is assumed that graphs input to these algorithms are simple and biconnected.

\[
\text{REL4}(G, w)
\]

1. Perform parallel edges reductions, degree two vertex reductions, and Wheatstone bridge reductions updating \(w\) appropriately.
2. If \(G\) is a single edge \(f\) then return \((wp_f)\).
3. Select an edge \(e\) such that both \(G^e\) and \(G-e\) are biconnected.
4. Return \(\text{REL4}(G^e, p_e, w) + \text{REL4}(G-e, q_e, w))\).

The reductions in step 1 are interrelated and cannot be done independently. A
Wheatstone bridge reduction may lead to the creation of parallel edges and/or degree two vertices which may allow additional reductions. Additional research is needed to find the best way to do all these reductions although it is possible to perform these reductions in $O(n^2)$ time. Step 2 may be performed in constant time. In the all terminal problem, step 3 may be performed in $O(m+n)$ time using a variant of a triconnected component decomposition algorithm or in $O(n)$ time using a lexicographic edge selection rule. The $O(m+n)$ method may be preferable since it gives information helpful in the location and creation of Wheatstone bridges. In the $k$-terminal case, one must modify step 3 to include the phrase "if possible." If it is possible to meet the conditions of step 3, it should be possible to find the edge in $O(m+n)$ time.

The edge selection strategy specified in step 3 does not give sufficient conditions for generating an optimal search structure even in the all terminal case. This is easily demonstrated by showing that the lexicographic selection rule is not optimal. See Figure 3.4. Even less is known about optimal edge selection rules for the $k$-terminal problem.

Bounds are found for the number of leaves generated by A4 algorithms applied to all terminal problems. These bounds are derived by using a particular edge selection strategy when solving the all terminal problem on complete graphs. By performing a suitable sequence of deletions from $K_n$ to obtain $G$ and considering the search structure that develops one can show that $L_{A4}(G) \leq L_{A4}(K_n)$.

**Theorem 3.11** There exists an algorithm $A$ of A4 such that $L_{A4}(G) \leq \frac{11}{24} (n-2)!$ for the all terminal problem.

**Proof.** Using a lexicographic edge selection rule, degree two vertex reductions, and parallel edges reductions, one can solve a complete graph on $n$ vertices by generating a search structure with exactly $\frac{(n-2)!}{4!}$ nodes that represent the graph $K_6$. Using the edge selection strategy as per Figure 3.4, each $K_6$ may be solved generating 11 leaves. $\Box$
5. Backtrack Algorithms with Triconnected Component Reductions

Let A5 be a class of algorithms for the \( k \)-terminal network reliability problem that incorporates triconnected component reductions into the framework of A3 algorithms. These algorithms generalize A4 algorithms in that all triconnected components, not just Wheatstone bridges, are considered for reduction. Predictably, the description of this class of algorithms by REL5 differs little from REL4.

\[
\text{REL5}(G, w)
\]

1. Perform parallel edges reductions, degree two vertex reductions, and triconnected component reductions updating \( w \) appropriately.
2. If \( G \) is a single edge \( f \) then return \( \text{REL4}(w_f) \).
3. Select an edge \( e \) such that both \( G*e \) and \( G-e \) are biconnected.
4. Return \( \text{REL5}(G*e, p, w) + \text{REL5}(G-e, q, w) \).

The reductions in step 1 are interrelated and cannot be done independently. A triconnected component reduction may lead to the creation of parallel edges and/or degree two vertices which may allow additional reductions. Additional research is needed to find the best way to do all these reductions and to determine if all methods produce a unique irreducible graph. Step 2 may be performed in constant time. In the all terminal problem, step 3 may be performed in \( O(m+n) \) time using a variant of a triconnected component decomposition algorithm or in \( O[n] \) time using a lexicographic edge selection rule. In the \( k \)-terminal case, one must modify step 3 to include the phrase "if possible." If it is possible to meet the conditions of step 3, it should be possible to find the edge in \( O(m+n) \) time.

Since the optimal edge selection strategy is not known, it is not possible to determine the number of leaves generated by algorithms of this class although its worst case bound is certainly no worse than that of A4 algorithms. Neither is it known what combinatorial objects can be associated with the leaves generated by these algorithms. It is not obvious that one should select edges in such a way as to create additional triconnected components although it is clear that these reductions should be performed if reducible triconnected components exist.
I speculate that it is best to use edge selection rules that tend to create dense graphs or degree two vertices rather than to try to create additional large triconnected components. If the graph is fairly dense initially, I further speculate that it is best to use some edge selection rule (i.e. lexicographic) that minimizes the number of triconnected components with five or more edges.

6. Remarks

Five classes of backtrack algorithms were presented along with some analyses of their complexity. The classification scheme was posed to help highlight the essential differences among these algorithms. In the next chapter computational experience with algorithms from these classes is described.
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Chapter Four: Computational Experience

This chapter describes computational experience gained with an experimental program developed for solving $k$-terminal network reliability problems. The data structures used to implement the algorithms are described. Different edge selection strategies that were implemented are described. Examples with answers, run times, and various statistics about the program's operation are given. These examples are used to highlight certain insights gained about the operation of the various algorithms when applied to different kinds of networks. Suggestions for improved implementations are offered.

1. Data Structures

The network data structure was implemented as a set of doubly linked edge lists (one for each vertex) wherein each undirected edge is represented as a pair of antiparallel directed edges. Each edge appears on two edge lists. For any such directed edge the field link contains the address of the associated antiparallel edge. The head and tail vertices of each edge are stored in the arrays head and tail. The addresses of the previous edge and the next edge are stored as prev and next. These five arrays (link, head, tail, prev, and next) contain the information necessary to describe the graph and are indexed by gadr (graph address).

Associated with each edge of the graph is an edge label (elbl). The same edge label is associated with each edge of an antiparallel edge pair. This label is used to index the array $p$ which contains the working probability of each edge. The arrays elbl and gadr allow one to find the edge label associated with a graph address and vice versa.

More information is associated with the network data structure. It is assumed that graph addresses $1, \ldots, n$ of head are reserved to be the heads of the edge lists for each vertex.
Graph address 0 heads the list of unused memory locations. By convention, if the next and prev associated with the head of each list are equal to the address of the list head, then the list is empty. In head[i] is the degree of vertex i. In tail[i] is the index of the lowest labeled vertex to which vertex i is connected by working edges. Vertices become connected after edges are contracted or after certain reductions. For i>n these arrays store the vertices associated with an edge as was described. See Figure 4.1.

Other useful information includes the number of K-vertices, the number of vertices, the number of edges, and the weight associated with each graph. It is important to note that the vertices labeled 1 to |K| are the K-vertices. Most of these variables were global and continually available to all routines. Global variables were also used to store the internal statistics collected. They are described in the section where the computational results are discussed.

2. Edge Selection Strategies

The optimal edge selection strategies often dictated that one perform complicated graph algorithms to find a good edge on which to branch. Practical considerations ruled out time consuming edge selections at every call of the routine. Efforts were made to find fast edge selection strategies that were optimal or nearly so.

The edge selection rules that were implemented are as follows.

1. An edge adjacent to the vertex labeled 1 was chosen. The edge chosen is simply the first one on the edge list of vertex 1. If the edges are originally entered in lexicographic order then this rule is the lexicographic edge selection rule. In the two terminal case, it is almost always non-optimal since the first edge it contracts (edge (1,2)) creates irrelevant edges. The labeling scheme and reductions assure that vertex 1 will always be a non-isolated K-vertex so there will always be an edge adjacent to the vertex labeled 1. This rule takes constant time.

2. The first edge on the list of a random K-vertex is chosen. This rule takes constant time.
3. The first edge on the edge list of the lowest labeled vertex of maximum degree is chosen. This rule requires $O(n)$ time.

4. The first edge on the edge list of the lowest labeled vertex of minimum degree is chosen. This rule tends to create a degree two vertex. If that vertex is irreducible, this rule will change such a vertex to a pendant. This rule requires $O(n)$ time.

5. This is an interactive edge selection rule with prompting. At each call of the routine, a list of the edges is printed and the user of the program is requested to select an edge.

6. The first edge on the edge list of the lowest labeled $K$-vertex of maximum degree is chosen. This rule differs from ESR3 in that it does not concern itself with non-$K$-vertices. Unlike ESR3, at least one of the vertices of the edge selected will be in $K$. This rule requires $O(k)$ time.

7. The first edge on the edge list of the lowest labeled $K$-vertex of minimum degree is chosen. This rule requires $O(k)$ time.

8. An edge of the form $(l, w)$ is chosen where $u$ is maximized. Since $K$-vertices have the lowest labels, this rule tends not to cause all $K$-vertices to be coalesced early in the branching process. This rule avoids the problem of creating irrelevant components early in the search structure as is done by ESR1. This rule requires $O(n)$ time.

9. This rule selects an edge $(1, u)$ where $u$ is the lowest labeled vertex adjacent to vertex 1. This is an $O(n)$ lexicographic edge selection rule. This rule requires $O(n)$ time.

10. This rule allows the user to select the edges chosen although there is no prompting. This rule is useful after having used ESR5. One can select those same edges and still be able to have the run statistics printed without seeing an edge list at every call of the procedure.

11. An edge $(u, v)$ is selected where $u$ is the lowest labeled $K$-vertex of maximum degree and $v$ is the lowest labeled vertex of maximum degree on the edge list of $u$. This edge selection rule requires $O(n)$ time.
12. An edge \((u, v)\) is selected where \(u\) is the lowest labeled \(K\)-vertex of minimum degree and \(v\) is the lowest labeled vertex of minimum degree on the edge list of \(u\). This edge selection rule requires \(O(n)\) time. It is felt that this rule would tend to create more degree two vertices than ESR11.

3. Discussion of Results

Implementations of algorithms of classes A1, A2, A3, and A4 were used to solve problems whose underlying graphs were complete graphs, cubic graphs, quartic graphs, and others. At the end of the chapter is a set of figures containing examples of problems solved. Each figure includes a description of the network analyzed and a set of problem instances that were solved. The solution of each instance required a run of some algorithm. A run is characterized by three parameters: the class of algorithm run (AC); the number of vertices in \(K\) (\(k\): the vertices \(1, \ldots, k\) are in \(K\)); and the edge selection rule used (esr). The output from each run includes the answer to the reliability question \((mrp[k])\) as well as internal statistics generated by the program and the amount of computer time used to solve each instance.

The various statistics collected were used to help verify algorithm correctness and to monitor and compare the performances of different algorithms. These statistics were output under various columns. The column titled "mrp[k]" contains the multi-terminal network reliability probability for the \(k\) vertices of concern. The next two columns, calls and leaves, record the number of calls to the main recursive routine and the number of good leaves generated in the solution of the problem instance. There are deadends in the search structure if the number of leaves is as few as half the number of calls. The column cpusec indicates the number of seconds the central processing unit of the computer used in a run. These times are to the nearest \(\frac{1}{60}\) second and do not include the small amount of time used to input the data. The last four columns contain information describing the number of times each of the various reductions was successfully performed. Counted are the number of degree one vertex reductions (dors), parallel edges reductions (pers), degree two vertex reductions (dtrs), and Wheatstone bridge
Complete graphs were chosen as one class of graphs to analyze because of the possibility of verifying that the right number of leaves was generated. For complete graphs it is known that \( \beta(K_n) = (n-2)! \), \( \alpha(K_n) = (n-1)! \), and \( \tau(K_n) = n^{n-2} \). If an optimal edge selection strategy is used, a correct algorithm should generate a number of leaves equal to the appropriate graph invariant.

Some cubic and quartic graphs were analyzed as representatives of sparse graphs. By counting the number of trees it was possible to determine the best possible performance to expect from an A1 algorithm for the all terminal problem. It was not clear how close the other algorithms were to optimum or to determine a priori how many leaves to expect since the best ways to calculate \( \alpha(G) \) or \( \beta(G) \) involve work proportional to solving the related reliability problem.

Comparing the number of leaves generated by A1 algorithms and the number of trees of the graph was easily done. For the complete graphs \( K_6 \) (Figure 4.3) and \( K_7 \) (Figure 4.4), it was shown that the number of leaves equaled the number of trees. For other graphs (i.e. Figure 4.7), the matrix tree theorem was used to find the number of trees and again it was seen that the number of trees was equal to the number of leaves generated, irrespective of the edge selection strategy. One can also see that the number of leaves generated while solving \( k \)-terminal problems is less than the number of leaves generated while solving the all terminal problem on the same network. Small examples done by hand demonstrate that the number of leaves generated is the number of \( k \)-trees; it is harder to count the number of these trees in larger networks. Algorithms from this class were not run on most of the larger problems because A1 algorithms are very slow.

Runs of A2 algorithms also corresponded to theoretical results. Complete graphs were solved with \( (n-1)! \) leaves. It was shown that it is possible to generate as few as \( (k-1)(n-2)! \) leaves when solving \( k \)-terminal problems on complete graphs (see Chang [1981]). For small graphs, it could be seen that these algorithms generated a number of leaves equal to the
number of acyclic orientations with all sinks in \( K \).

The degree two vertex reduction is what distinguishes class A3 algorithms from those of class A1 and A2. This reduction significantly decreases the amount of computer time used in solving various problem instances. The reasons for this are twofold: first, fewer calls are made and fewer leaves are generated when using this reduction and secondly, it is no longer necessary to use the time consuming routine that finds bridges since no bridges are created when using the optimal edge selection strategy for A3 algorithms. For both complete graphs and the two classes of sparse graphs examined, A3 algorithms were faster than A2 algorithms by multiplicative factors ranging from \( n \) to \( 2n \). See Figures 4.4, 4.7, 4.8, 4.10, and 4.11.

For A3 algorithms, it is shown that it is possible to solve the all terminal or the two terminal problem on a complete graph, \( K_n \), while generating as few as \((n-2)!\) leaves. In the runs done, this result was not always obtained because the edge selection rules implemented were not always optimal. See Figure 4.2. One also notices that the number of leaves generated while solving problems on the same graph tend to increase as the absolute value of the difference between the number of \( K \)-vertices and the number of vertices not in \( K \) decreases. See Figure 4.9. Theorem 2.9 suggests that this should be true. When the vertices are neither mostly in \( K \) nor mostly not in \( K \), one is least likely to be able to perform triconnected component reductions of which degree two vertex reductions are a special case.

Exhaustive case analysis on all graphs smaller than \( K_6 \) was used to determine the best edge selection strategy for A4 algorithms on small graphs. One can see that it is not possible to generate fewer than eleven leaves while solving the all terminal problem although 11 is achievable. The strategies that generate this minimal search structure seemed to defy easy characterization that would have allowed a fast edge selection rule to be written. For most of the runs, a suboptimal strategy that solved a \( K_6 \) in twelve leaves was used. For this reason, the A4 algorithms applied to complete graphs generated \( \frac{1}{2} (n-2)! \) leaves (and not \( \frac{11}{24} (n-2)! \) leaves) while solving the all terminal problem. See Figure 4.6. (Figure 4.3 contains a run in which a \( K_6 \) was solved while generating only 11 leaves using ESR10.) In general, A4 algorithms took about
half as much time as A3 algorithms solving the same problem.

The optimal edge selection strategy for A4 algorithms is not yet known although it seems clear that it should be more restrictive than the optimal strategy for A3 algorithms. The A3 strategy is to select edges that belong to triconnected components with at least five edges. Not selecting such edges seems to increase the size of the A4 search structure although one could follow this rule and not produce the minimal search structure. Empirical evidence seems to indicate a number of properties of good edge selection rules for A4 algorithms. As is evidenced by the consistently good performance of edge selection rule 8 (ESR8), it seems likely that one should try to create graphs with vertices either mostly in $K$ or mostly not in $K$. ESR8 tends to do this by branching on edges of the form $(1, u)$ where $u$ is maximized. Since $K$-vertices have the lowest labels each contraction decreases the number of vertices not in $K$ (unless all were in $K$ already) while each deletion helps make $u$ a reducible degree two vertex. It might be even better to try and select edges adjacent to no $K$-vertex.

Other edge selection rules that were tested included selecting edges between vertices of large degree (ESR11) and selecting edges between vertices of small degree (ESR12). See Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.10. It was thought that selecting edges between vertices of large degree would tend to create dense graphs and graphs likely to have large triconnected components. The other strategy seemed more likely to create degree two vertices and less likely to create larger triconnected components. Comparing runs that used these different strategies supports the speculation that it is better to try to select edges in such a way as to create reducible degree two vertices than to try to select edges so as to create Wheatstone bridges or larger triconnected components.

After noting that this program requires roughly six minutes of computer time to solve a complete graph on ten vertices and fractions of a second to solve graphs smaller and sparser, little attention should be paid to the times. No claim is made that the most efficient program has been implemented. More attention should be paid to the internal statistics generated than to the times.
4. Suggestions for Better Programs

The backtrack algorithms described in the previous chapter offer little hope to those who wish analytic solutions to reliability problems on large or dense networks. This is clear from the complexity analyses of Chapter Three and the computational experience described in this chapter. Although one should not be too optimistic about prospects for good (or even drastically better) algorithms and programs, it is possible to implement programs much like the one described that are more likely to be able to handle problems on large and dense networks.

More flexibility would go a long way in improving this kind of backtrack program. Such flexibility is achieved by a modular design and is useful to the researcher. Independent modules allows for ease in testing ideas and routines. This is helpful in proving program correctness and in checking the performance of different routines and algorithms on various types of graphs. If one is designing a program to solve practical problems, it is necessary to do more than just use routines with the best asymptotic worst case bounds; one must also consider heuristics and try to find those routines that tend to perform best.

Changes in the implementation of the reduction techniques could cause the program to run faster. Efficient routines must be used to implement each reduction. Data structures should be (re)designed to make frequently performed operations easy. For example, it might be worthwhile to maintain a list of three neighboring vertices for each vertex so that it will be easier to search for Wheatstone bridges. It may be necessary to first solve a large number of problems in order to determine which operations are used most frequently. It was found that some computational effort could be saved by not invoking the Wheatstone bridge reduction routine unless the network had six or fewer vertices since with most edge selection rules such reductions are extremely rare if the graph has more than six vertices.

The idea of implementing adaptive algorithms to perform reductions can be extended. If the degree two vertex reduction routine knew which edge selection strategy was used, then it might be possible to perform this reduction in constant time since some strategies prevent all but one vertex from ever being degree two. Making routines adaptive should help in the
solution of larger problems.

More versatile edge selection strategies would be useful in both research and in solving larger problems. It should be possible to select edges based on functions depending on the degrees of both vertices, the characteristics of the network, and even perhaps the working probability of the edge. One should be able to vary the rule as a function of the network's characteristics. Although such a strategy would be complicated, it would allow more experimentation and perhaps suggest what types of rules work best with various kinds of graphs. Ultimately, such experimentation would lead to the creation of heuristics that allow one to solve problems more effectively.

Although only one program was used to generate the results presented, other programs were implemented. One of these early programs used very simple data structures and performed only parallel edges reductions. The lack of overhead allowed this small program to outperform the more sophisticated one for small graphs ($K_e$ and smaller). It should be possible to extend the range of the program by incorporating the simple version of the reliability algorithm into the more sophisticated version and invoking the simpler routine when the problem or subproblem to be solved is small.

If one expects a program to be useful for arbitrary problems, it would be wise to modify the program so that it can either find approximate solutions or provide bounds. Pruning the search structure in various ways allows one to give approximate solutions and bounds although great care and work would have to be invested to determine how good the bounds or approximations might be. Such techniques will be necessary when the best edge selection rules, reduction techniques, and intelligent programming fail to stop the exponential growth of the search structure.

5. Remarks

The computer used was a Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 11/780 with a floating point accelerator. The programs were written in the language C using double precision (64 bits)
arithmetic operations. Those interested in the actual program should contact the author.
Figure 4.1 Network Data Structure
Multi-Terminal Network Reliability
The network has 5 vertices and 10 edges as follows:
edge head tail | P(E) working
---|---|---
1 | 1 | 2 | 0.250
2 | 1 | 3 | 0.250
3 | 1 | 4 | 0.250
4 | 1 | 5 | 0.250
5 | 2 | 3 | 0.250
6 | 2 | 4 | 0.250
7 | 2 | 5 | 0.250
8 | 3 | 4 | 0.250
9 | 3 | 5 | 0.250
10 | 4 | 5 | 0.250

Figure 4.2 Five Vertex Complete Graph Computations
Figure 4.3 Six Vertex Complete Graph Computations

Network has 6 vertices and 15 edges.
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Figure 4.3 Six Vertex Complete Graph Computations
Figure 4.4 Seven Vertex Complete Graph Computations
Multi-Terminal Network Reliability

The network has 8 vertices and 28 edges as follows:

Edge head tail: P[working]

1 1 2 0.500
1 2 3 0.400
1 3 4 0.400
1 4 5 0.300
1 5 6 0.300
1 6 7 0.200
1 7 8 0.200
1 8 9 0.200
2 2 3 0.100
2 3 4 0.100
2 4 5 0.100
2 5 6 0.100
2 6 7 0.100
2 7 8 0.100
2 8 9 0.100
3 3 4 0.300
3 4 5 0.300
3 5 6 0.300
3 6 7 0.300
3 7 8 0.300
3 8 9 0.300
4 4 5 0.300
4 5 6 0.300
4 6 7 0.300
4 7 8 0.300
4 8 9 0.300
5 5 6 0.500
5 6 7 0.500
5 7 8 0.500
5 8 9 0.500
6 6 7 0.600
6 7 8 0.600
6 8 9 0.600
7 7 8 0.700
7 8 9 0.800

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ac</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>csr</th>
<th>mr[k]</th>
<th>calls</th>
<th>leaves</th>
<th>cpusec</th>
<th>dors</th>
<th>pers</th>
<th>dtrsh</th>
<th>wbrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.787963</td>
<td>1753</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>13.267</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>2931</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.787963</td>
<td>2473</td>
<td>1237</td>
<td>16.496</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>2931</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.787963</td>
<td>859</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>7.433</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>1455</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.787963</td>
<td>1033</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>8.533</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>1491</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.659525</td>
<td>1439</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>12.967</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>2931</td>
<td>1237</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.659525</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>7.167</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>1491</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.659525</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>8.967</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>1820</td>
<td>836</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.659525</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>6.867</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>1491</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.659525</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>7.733</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>1633</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.5 Eight Vertex Complete Graph Computations
The network has 10 vertices and 45 edges as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>edge</th>
<th>head</th>
<th>tail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.6 Ten Vertex Complete Graph Computations
The network has 8 vertices and 12 edges as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>edge head</th>
<th>tail</th>
<th>P(working)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.7 Eight Vertex Cubic Graph Computations
The network has 10 vertices and 15 edges as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>edge head</th>
<th>tail</th>
<th>PC working</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.8 Ten Vertex Cubic Graph Computations
**Multi-Terminal Network Reliability**

The network has 16 vertices and 24 edges as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>edge</th>
<th>head</th>
<th>tail</th>
<th>PE</th>
<th>working</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.9 Sixteen Vertex Cubic Graph Computations**
The network has 6 vertices and 12 edges as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>edge</th>
<th>head</th>
<th>tail</th>
<th>P(working)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.10 Six Vertex Quartic Graph Computations
Multi-Terminal Network Reliability

The network has 8 vertices and 16 edges as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>edge</th>
<th>head</th>
<th>tail</th>
<th>PC(working)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.11 Eight Vertex Quartic Graph Computations
Multi-Terminal Network Reliability

The network has 17 vertices and 27 edges as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>edge</th>
<th>head</th>
<th>tail</th>
<th>reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.12 A "Practical" Example
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